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Governor Selects Men to Go to It Will Be Exceedingly Difficult There to Probe into Situation Question of Veracity Is Involved Effort to Disfranchise Ignorant Involves Right of Way for Ditto Fasten Crime on
in the Controches Across Unsurveyed
Mining and Dry Farming
Among the Pennsylvania
Negroes in the Newest
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Coal Miners.
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The following delegates were appointed today by Governor Mills to
the American Mining Congress which
will hold its Thirteen annual conven-- !
tion in Los Angeles, Cal., beginning
September 2G, 1910:
C. T. Brown, Socorro; J. W. Fleming, Silver City; A. W, Harris, Kingston; V. S. Hopewell, Albuquerque;
Margarito Romero, Las Vegas; John
Y. Hewett, White Ooaks; Wm. Kirsch- ner, Raton; Herbert W. Wolcott, Chlo- ride; J. W. Akers, Santa Fe; J. H.
Christ, Monero.
to nrvJ Farminr,
a r.nnrss.
Governor Mills today appointed the
following delegates to the fifth annual
session of the Dry Farming Congress

Quebec, Aug. 2. Ethel Clare Lene-ve- ,
who gave up her home and friends
for love of Dr. Hawley Crippen, and
now finds herself sharing with him
the odium of a murder charge, is the
central figure in that tragedy. Crippen, taciturn, seeming to a considerable extent to have recovered his composure, has volunteered no information which might help the police to
solve the mystery of the disappear- ance of his wife Belle Elmore, and
the police expect no help from that
source. "Crippen is no fool," said In- sPector Dew and no one questions his
Accordingly, the police are
..
TIC!
T
lesnug uieir uupes uii miss tjfut?ve,
if she does not possess the key to the
mystery, the police think she can at
least aid them materially. They do
not use any "third degree" methods,
but more subtle influences are already
at TxrrrL-- Tho crirt
ic hointr
;
treat&cl with the greatest consider

Scranton, Pa. Aug. 2. Theodore
Roosevelt arrived in Scranton by au-'- ,
.'tomobile today, coming from Dela- wure Water Gap. Tomorrow he will
go to Wilkes Barre for three days.
Colonel Roosevelt's mission is to in- vestieatft condition amnno. tha wnrt-- .
in a Masses
with
......
h is hpnninoPennsylvania miners and came to
Scranton to get information at first
hand. At a hotel here he met Miss
Annie Cochrane and Miss Florence
Sanville, Philadelphia women, who
have been for years studying conditions among the working classes and
who are acting as the colonel's guides i
in the present investigation.
It was j
largely at their suggestion that he
eg me to Scranton.

Nt w York, Aug. 2.
v,,lt Xestenlay ailded

Colonel Roose
The territorial supreme court, this
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 2. The Kansas
another distin- primaries are being held today. They forenoon, in an opinion written by As;uished member to the Ananias Club furnish
the first real test of the in- sociate
Justice John R. McFie, afin the person of Colonel George Har- in
are
firmed
the
the
wnst,
surgent
and
opinion of the lower court
strength
vey, editor of the North American Re--!
The initiation took place in the the culmination of a hot campaign in the case of United Si ales of Ameriff in error, vs. Oliver M.
ai
li t.
r..t i. Aiuiuugn
ofliee ul l"i.
uie fought on issues of almost entirely ica, plaint
now member was not present, he was national charcter. In six of the eight Lee, Joe P. Fitchett. John E. Fitchett,
Tyson L. Bean, A. P. Rhodes, defendput through with much vim and congressional districts, there are
tests
between
and
or
The
the club '
regular
insurgent ants in error. The defendants had
been charged with maintaining cerwas brought about through an article candidates for Congress,
In the other two districts Victor tain ditches, canals and pipe lines
in the August number of the Review
unsurveyed public lands in violaentitled:
"Is Roosevelt an Asset orjMurdoek and E. H. Madison,
tion
of the laws of the United States
no
in
have
opposition
Liability?" and which was signed, surgent leaders,
for the purpose of conducting waters
"The Editor." This sentence occurs their own party. The insurgents
the article: "But recently. Roose-- sert they w II defeat Scott, Miller and from Dog canon to San Andres canon
volt, the man, declared that if a na- - Calderhead, "stand pat" candidates in the Sacramento mountains in Otero
tional election were to be held next in the second, fourth and fifth dis-- j county, to lands in possession of the
November he undoubtedly would be tricts. The regulars do not concede defendants. An injunction was sought
the Republican candidate and would that any of their candidates are in by the government but the case was
which will be held in Spokane, Wash.,
C.
N.
1910:
win." When Colonel Roosevelt saw danger. The contest for governor on dismissed by Judge Edward A. Mann
October
3d,
beginning
DRAMA WITH FORMER
'
his eyes snapped and his teeth the Republican party ticket also has in the lower court upon demurrer to
Blackwell, Raton; Patricio Sanchez,
SANTA FEANS AS PRINCIPALS. this,
clicked as he almost shouted: "That been a clearly defined fight between amend complaint. The case had been
Mora; Dr. S. Locke, Springer; E. C.
is a simple falsehood, I never said the progressives and the regulars, heard by only four of the judges of the
Miera.Cuba; M. M. Chase, Cimarron;
Former District Attorney Robert C.
re- - present supreme bench, Associate JusC De Fonsta, Hebron; Jesus Romero,
anything like that!" Colonel Harvey Governor W. R. Stubbs seekin
in
Mt beeQ
ghe
Gortner Rescues Former District
while
was told of the incident at his home nomination as an avowed insurgent tice Ira A. Abbott dissenting,
Albuquerque; Rudolph Miller Dorsey; hag
a,
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stand
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me
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for
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Inengage
is
seemingly
toward
her
sympathetic.
Frank W. Parker join in the majority
Las Vegas; M. M. Salazar, Springer police Dew has
Word comes from Los Angeles of Roosevelt in a controversy involving
Hot Fight in Oklahoma.
repeatedly declared
spector
Howell Ernest, Clayton; D. T.
Guthrie, Okla., Aug. 2. In the Okla- opinion, which holds that an "injuncbelieved the girl innocent of the narrow escape from drowning of j a question of veracity," he said. "That
he
that
East Las Vegas; A. H. Harris,
homa primaries today, the greatest tion will not lie against the defendany knowledge of wrong doing. At Mark B. Thompson, of Las Cruces, N which I wrote, of course, is true."
East Las Vegas; Felix Esquibel, San the
M., but formerly of Santa Fe, in the
interest centers about the Democratic ants under the circumstances as the
Miss
Leneve
same
is
being
time,
Geronimo; W. H. Slaughter, Tucum-cari- ; bombarded
on
Wedat
Ocean
surf
witfh cablegrams from
Park, Calif.,
gubernatorial race, voting on the pro- lands involved are unsurveyed lands
SCHOOL BOARD PUTS
H. B. Jones, Tucumcari; A. members of
of tbe United States as to which the
in London urg- nesday afternoon last. Thompson and
her
family
BAN ON WEEDS. posed "grand father clause" to the
James McDonald, Clayton; Willard
ReC.
Robert
secretary of the interior would be reto
of
Santa
constitutional amendment and the
tell all she knows. The
Gortner, formerly
ing her
Belknap, Nara Visa; Ramon Gallegos, purpose of all this is obvious, when Fe, were bathing in the surf about
second quired by law to decline either to
contests
in
the
first,
publican
San Jose; H. B. V. Smith, Santa Rosa; it is considered that Scotland Yard five o'clock in the afternoon. The "Now Let Santa Fe Follow Board's
and third districts. In these, the grant such right of way or to approve
Frank N. Page, Buckman; Chas. A. has been unable to
Example," Says Dr. J. H. Sloan
dis
was
the
and
sea
stand patters are opposed by one or of the construction of such ditches,
high
large
identify
running
Will Hold Field Day.
Scheurich Clevis; C. R. Worral. Clo-- j membered body found in the cellar of breakers were
on
in
the
more candidates running on platforms etc., if such maps were filed in his ofrolling
the Crippen home.
beach. Both men being expert swimmore or less insurgent. It is conceded fice." Associate Justice Ira A. Abmemthe
Clovis; Celso Lopez, Santa Fe; W. O.
At
last
its
night
meeting
went
mers
out beyond the breakers,
however, that all three have good bott in his brief dissenting opinion s
Oldham, Portales; W. E. Lindsey, BALLINGER DENOUNCES
of education decidof
bers
the
board
from
shore.
In the says: "It seems incredible, that
the
at
least
chances for
fifty
yards
Pprtales; John W. Corbett,
so late as 1901, in making a law
ENEMIES AS DEMAGOGUES. Gortner, seeing the danger of bathing ed to take drastic action in handling fourth and fifth districts the present
G. H. Van Stone, Estancia;
the weed problem which now con- Democratic incumbents will be re covering the subject, should have
to
a
return
in
sea
such
started
choppy
M. T. Moriarty, Moriarty; Frank J.
to leave the public lands of tne
Declares That He and President Taft when he heard a cry of help from fronts the entire city and the chair nominated without opposition. The
;
Sager, Carrizozo; V. L. Ewing,
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H. Murray, of Tishomingo, and Leslie and probable value, as those obtainPark.
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 2. In an in- and in a few moments thousands of The janitor of the high school will see P.
Blow for National Guard.
Ross, of Lawton, Governor Has- able under the earlier statute, without
on weeds in
which he gave out last night
is
terview
"kibosh"
the
that
put
watchbeach
and
the
S.
kell's bitterest enemy in the Demo- the payment of a dollar to the United
Brookes
thronged
Adjutant General A.
at Minneapolis Richard A. Ballinger, people
ed Gortner in his heroic struggle as the immediate vicinity of the school cratic party. The Republican candi- Stttes and without the consent, even
made the disappointing announcement
secretary of the interior, bitterly ar
dates are J. W. McNeill, of Guthrie, against the objection of its officers."
today that instead of $65,800 he had;- raigned his enemies as "demagogues" he battled with the high waves, drag building.
"Now let Santa Fe's resident get former Governor T. R. Ferguson, and
In case No. 1328, the Costilla Land
the linrp and apparently lifeless
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present
to
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moment
for
a
father
would
Guard organizations at Atascaderol ment
and
Under the proposed "grand
disappear
trouble between President Taft when
the breakers would recede and last night. "This done, the city will clause," the ignorant negro voters of on August 8.
California, this fall, and which he lhad and Theodore Roosevelt.
Cases No. 1334 and 133G were argued
would be seen the outlines of be taking a step forward in the right Oklahoma, number from ten to twenty
asked for, the war department had
After referring to the fact that at there
waves with one direction. Let every one get busy."
submitted. The first is: Charles
allowed only $30,000, because of the
and
the
disfranchised.
Gortner,
be
would
fighting
thousand
his old
everyone is his
The meeting of the board was the
Meleni and D. J. Eakin,
small appropriation made by Congress Seattle, and that home,
hand and holding his friend, Thompin Missouri.
Little
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to
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monthly meeting and was preSt. Louis. Mo.. Aug. 2. Missouri under the firm name of Meleni &
ton as secretary of the interior only son, in the other. Out of the thou- regular
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over
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Gneral Brookes kept the wires hot after being
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watching
voters today are choosing their nomi- - j Eakin, appellant, vs. Alex Freige,
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to Washington and at the same time
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life,
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state legislators and many county
been after me, trying to make a courage to go to
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Major
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case
Rogers,
of
will
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other
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voting
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out of me.
expected
& S. F. Ry. ComThe bill for $100 for ten book cases be
and in consequence some of the Na- scapegoat
"The President and I have done all Angeles. He reached Gortner just as
light. Six of the ten Democratic lee, vs. The A. T.
at
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Guard
members
school
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for
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stay
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and
dragged
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be
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make this administration
congressmen,
home.
Only two battalions of four a success. The President is
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and
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school
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Ward
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companies
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and
and
in favor of radical conservation
Thompson
Clark. The fifth
buttery of artillery will be taken. In am I. There is a lot of demagogues carried to his home, 23 Brooks ave- bunding and as tne oia
each seek- Luna, plaintiff in error, vs. Cerrillos
nAmes
twQ
haye
ottier to be fair, the five companies
defendant in
nue, where the Venice life guards and Urioste for saw was tne lowest,
congressional nomination on the Coal Railroad Company,
.
which made the best showing at the!., ,
A
he was fin was awarded the contract which must Re blican ticUet on the insurgent error, from Santa Fe county.
and
auu
physicans
appeared
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recent inspection by a TJ. S. army
.
.
President Taft. It is just the way of ally resusciated. The near targedy he finished by September 1. r.onA
Sipa
i"""u
,o
j.
officer, will be given a quota of forty
mi.,
gnj
wets
s
1
N. UPTON NOMINATED BY
itau
lie llfitsuici
has been was witnessed by Mrs. Thompson,
iryuil,
men each, while the remaining six things. HeBut Presidenta Taft
the
in
DEMOCRATS OF LUNA COUNTY.
broad and lib- Mrs. Gortner and W. E. Gortner, of showed that the total balance
has
taken
wise.
PROJECT
BIG IRRIGATION
companies will be given twenty men eral stand for conservation and up- Las Vegas.
is $4,931.18, not including ten
treasury
MESA.
FLORIDA
ON
each who will be organized into three
shares of stock worth $718 and $2,- Three Parties Now Have Their Canbuilding policies."
forty men companies. From Santa Fe
and
in
000
invested
Albuquerque
didates in the Field and the
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Million Dollars Voted Unanimously
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be
will
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Campaign is On.
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city.
Mexico
Colorado-Nety men. Adjutant General Brookes, of
Deming, N. M., Aug. 2. The DemThe subject of a field day for the
Joe Henson, a Farmer in the SacraBoundary.
course, regrets, that the entire organimet in
convention
was
Will
next
ocratic
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county
Declare
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brought
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for Open Shop
year
Mountains,
County,
Operators
zation can not be taken this year.
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Saturday.
Deming
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Not
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Durango, Colo., Aug.
University Regents.
Unions.
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day, Dr. J. A. Rolls, James L. Selig-ma- senting vote was cast against the nominated on the Democratic ticket
At a meeting of the board of regents
as a candidate for election to the conAlamogordo, N. M., Aug. 2. Joe
and Prof. J. A. Wood being apthe newly organof the University of New Mexico at
A
platform
stitutional convention.
Kansas City, Aug. 2. AH hope of Henson, a farmer, was shot and killed pointed as a committee to look after proposition bonding
ized Florida mesa Irrigation district was
Albuquerque yesterday It was decided a settlement of the differences
in line with the platform
be late yesterday afternoon near Weed, its details.
adopted
work
to build' a
for $1,000,000 for construction
brick building to tween the coal operators and the min- Otero county,
adopted by the territorial Democratic
fifty miles east of here.
and $60,000 for the first year's inter- committee,' the only substantial addireplace the Hadley Science Hall which ers of the southwest apparently has W. R. Wright has been arrested. BETTER TONE ON
was destroyed by fire some months
est datine: from August 1, 1911, the tion
been abandoned, and the conference Sheriff Denny left today for the scene.
being that the Democrats of
BOSTON WOOL MARKET
ago.
contracting company taking care of Luna county demand the recall in
left here today. The operators say Wright is a local Paptist preacher.
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, president of
the fractional part of the year.
addition to the initiative and referenthey are not in a position immediately No particulars are to be had.
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d,s. dum.
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pany was awarded the contract
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be un- - Democracy prevailed and there was
that her illness Is not as serious as est nature is feared.
and Jose Aragon were arrested by market, and values have risen in re- - eluded in the deal. Work will
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was at first thought. The board was
much enthusiasm evidence
Deputy U. S. Marshal Smith at Saw-- sponse to the demand. The fleeces der headway inside of thirty days,
This Is by far the largest irrigation convention.
loath to accept the resignation and it THREE ATTORNEYS NOMINATED yer, N. M., and brougnt today neiore both of old and new are playing an
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bonds
have
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lup, in response to a complaint by while a good volume of
possessed the qualifications of Dr. Grant County Democrats Select Safe Deputy Revenue Collector McConne'.l. reported in territory wool in original New York City, the Rudolph Kleyboldt on the same day. Rj,fiJ&-- . w as
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The Democrats of Grant county in revenue laws. Being unable to secure staple. In the west, best Montana is win be watered by the system,
WENDLING ON HIS WAY
adonted by therterritOT ial rJtPpTCblici&i
BACK TO KENTUCKY. convention at Silver City nominated bail they were remanded to jail await - bringing 22 cents, or 63 cleaned. New
committee was iadopte. Th4Tommt
the following fouT as their candidates ing trial at the September term of wools, however, are coming forward FOURTEEN PERSONS, MOSTLY
CHILDREN BURNED BY VITRIOL tee rppolntea ttj drifts resold
Extraordinary Precautions Taken to for the constitutional convention: At- - the U S. district court at Albuquer slowly. Pulled wool is dull but there
memory of TM9iasrS.'iCarr
Prevent His Being Lynched
torney William B. Walton, editor of qlie.
is some demand for the foreign prod-- I
the Silver city independent, and chair- When He Arrives.
at Philadelphia ed, present,! tfee follwing
uct.
Accident
Frightful
man of the territorial central commit- - POPULATION OF SACRAMENTO
tions wwcMwere isaaniwious
That Probably Will Cost Two
&txil M 31
ed. jC&
Aug. 2. Joseph tee; Attorney Arthur H. Harllee, also
Lives.
San Francisco,
DOES NOT REACH 50,000 MARK, REVENUE CUTTER PERRY
ap"The undersigned committee,
TOTAL LOSS IN BERING SEA.
Wendling, accused of the murder at of Silver City; James B. Gilchrist,
Washington, D. C, Aug. 2. The
Philadelphia, Aug. 2 Fourteen perwere pointed at a nrlmary meeting of ttlve
Alma merchant and cattleman of Fierro, T,0nulation of Sacramento. California,
sons, most of them children,
Louisville, Ky., of
Kellner left today for that city in and Attorney Alvan N. White, of Sil- - is 44,696, according to the census
precinct No. 1, to dragjt
Washington Aug. 2 The revenue badly burned by vitriol here this af Itppwblica.n
be
ver
will
commitThe
fire
Precautions
central
officers.
25th
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a
City.
of
county convention
on
ternoon
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depart
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alidsprestttftqLtms
bureau
This
Perrv
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upsetting
by
charge
figures
taken to guard the prisoner after he; tee reorganized by electing Colin Ne- - of '15,414 or 52.6 per cent over 1900. on the east .side of St. Paul Island in ment supply wagon. Two of the
fembute lb hi memory of Thomas
the Kentucky boundary as it blett to succeed Walton as chairman, Sacramento had claimed 60,000 or the Pribyloff Group, Bering sea, and dren probably will die. Several otitand E. A. Blevens as secretary.
is reported that feeling runs high.
ers are believed to be fatally burned
Is a total loss.
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Wheat

Old

THE WEST.
(By It. E. Marshall in Sport Afield.)
Sing not of storied cities
Old when Rome was young.
Sing not of haunted ruin,
With moss and fern
Sing not of crumbling castles,
Nor bastions on a hill,
With titlted bones
Within their dungeons chill.
But sing of hills whose crowning
Is singing cedar tops,
Betwixt whose wark'ning branches
Kv'ning's star in silence drops.

Bobolink
Alto VARIETY FRESH YEAST

CASH

SELIGMAN BROS CO.

FROM

SUIIR

Lady Who Lives in Goldsboro
Joins in the Chorus of Praise
for Cardui, The Woman's
Tonic.

CLEARANCE1 SALE
FOR ONE WEEK

August 1st to August 8th

Gcldsboro, N. C "A physician treated me for many distressing symptoms,"
writes Mrs. Etta A. Smith, "but gave
me no relief.

All Summer Goods ai a Big

Ho

"I suffered with neuraleia around the
heart and was troubled at times with my
head. I had patn in my left side, bowels,
Lawns were 14 for $1.00 now 20 for $1.00
left thigh, shoulders and arms.
6 for $1.00 now 10 for $1.00
But sing of windswept mountains,
"After taking Cardui, I am now well
"
Lienzo
for $1.00 now 12 for $1.00
10
Ciowned with diamond fire,
and can recommend it to other suffering
Manta "
14 for $1.00 now 16 for $1.00
Lonesome lakes and tarns primeval, women."
Calicoes"
14 for $1.00 now 16 for $1.00
Cedars sounding like a lyre.
lust such doubtful symptoms, as those
which
Mrs.
are
the
from
Smith
deer
of
me
to
suffered,
BIG
Sing
REDUCTION IN LADIES WAISTS
ones for which it will pay you to take
Or the cougar's lonesome call
NOW 75c, $1.00 $1.25 $1.35 $1.65 $2.00
Cardui, the woman's tonic.
Through the sombre, scanted nightIt is at such times, when there is nothtime
Ladies Skirts now $1.00 $1.35 $2.00. Ladies
ing to show, for certain, the real cause of
Where th trails to water fall!
the trouble, that you need a tonic, to give
Suits and Dresses must be Sold. Ladies and
Here were battles fought untrameled; the body strength to throw off the illness
Here is age with beauty blent;
that evidently threatens.
Children Oxford Ties ALL GO AT COST.
Here were conquests, love and hatred;
Take Cardui, when you are ill, with
Ladies Parasols
a Bargain
the ailments of your sex. Take Cardui
Here in Life as Life was meant.
as a tonic, to prevent illness, when you
Vests
Good
Summer
Quality 2 for 25c.
feel it coming.
Masonic Temple Corneertons LayYour druggist keeps it.
Summer Vests Better Quality 3 for 25c.
ing This afternoon, the New Mexico
ChattaB
N.
to:
Write
Ladies'
Dept.,
Advisory
Grand Ixnige of Masons laid the cor- nooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn.. for Special
Long Sleeves or Half Sleeves Vests Good Quality 20c
book. 'Home Treatment
nerstone for the new Masonic Temnle Instructions, and
for Women" sent in plain wrapper on reauesL
at Albuquerque.
Anaya Has Domestic Trouble Paul
MENS SUMMER PANTS AT BIG REDUCTION.
Anaya was arrested, but is out on bail,
1
MIMflD PITV TTIDIPQ
for assaulting Frank Lapont at AlbuUlll
querque whom he accused of stealing
Anaya's wife. Lapont was lodged in
jail.
Colo.,
Aug. 2.
Denver,
Teachers Organize The teachers
The forecast is generally fair
of Roosevelt couuty have organized
in south portion, local showers
by electing O. B. Staples, president;
m
in north portion
...i
tonight or
R.
G. W. Wheeler, first
Wednesday.
E. Cottinghani, second
,JJ(flk
nrmrm
rv
S It (ill
ci
Ji
S S i.
w. mimn
S $ S
Miss Grace Vogelsang, secretary-treasurer- .
Love's Messenger is a new guise;
"A Midnight Cupid," its a biograph
Fans
Disappointed "Fans were and
enough said at the Elks' tonight.
keenly disappointed yesterday at the
An action in
in Foreclosure
Action
calling eff of the game with the
was recorded in the disforeclosure
as
Grays of Santa Fe. However,
beno trai.; arrived from the south until trict clerk's office, E. H. Ayers,
Mcintosh
and
the
the
plaintiff
ing
late in the evening, the team could Mill
and Elevator Company, the Great
not get here from the Ancient City.
Western and Manufacturing Company
The game will likely be played next of
Leavenworth, Kansas, being named
Sunday." Las Vegas Optic.
The action is to
as the defendants.
Death at Las Vegas Mrs. An la J. foreclose a mortgage of $3,500.
Schultz, aged 85 years, died at Las
After Delinquent Tax Payers Dis-- (
Vegas. She came to New Mexico sev- trict Attorney Alexander Read of Rioi
eral years ago from Oil City, Pa., for Arriba county has filed 100 separate
her health, but made the mistake of tax suits against delinquent tax payreturning east when she thought she ers for the years 1906, 190 and 1908
was cured, with the result that when in his county. The suits were filed
she came here a secon " time, it was in the district clerk's office and all
too late. Her husband survives her. the cases were docketed and processes issued. Rio Arriba county is said
Pain anywhere stopped in 20 min- to be singularly happy in having few
utes sure with one of Dr. Shoop's Pink delinquent tax payers.
Juan Armijo Held for Shooting
Tablets. The formula is on the
box. Ask your Doctor or Druggist Juan Armijo who lives at Los Palomas
about this formula! Stops womanly Sierra county, is held under $500 bond
for shooting at a companion during
pains anywhere.
pains, headache,
a lively row a tew days ago.
ine
for
Write Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis.,
man
who is prosecuting Armijo gave
his Headto
of
free
trial
prove
value,
B
ins name as Kiuera. tie asserts man
ache, or Pink Pain. Tablets. Sold by
WE SHAVE DOWN OUR PRICES WHEN WE FIRST MARK OUR
after shooting at him and missing, 1
Stripling Burrows Co.
GOODS.
j
a
with
him
over
the
head
Armijo beat
EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE RUNS SMOOTHLY, BECAUSE WE
severe
scalp
inflicting
TEXAS HAS A HUGE
ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND A FULL STOCK OF EVERYTHING A
wounds.
Armijo gave the required
SUIT ON HAND.
FIRST-CLASHARDWARE STORE SHOULD CARRY.
bond for his appearance before the
WrE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL AND "MAKE GOOD"
San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 2. Seek- grand jury.
ON EVERY DEAL. OUR VALUES ARE PLAIN TO SEE.
From 58 to 82 That was the range ;
ing to vacate a reduction of premium
order, recently made by the State Fire in temperature here yesterday with
If it's Hardware
We have it.
CO.
58
Rating Board, nineteen fire insurance an average relative humidity of
companies operating in Texas have per cent for the day. The precipita-- 6j
dis- tion for the 24 hours ending at
brought suit in the twenty-sixt- h
trict court. The complaint is based o'clock tlhis morning was 0.22 of an j
on the assertion that the order of the inch of rain. There were thunder
board is "unreasonable, unjust, oppres- storms during yesterday afternoon
AND RETAIL
sive, confiscatory and inadequate to and last evening with, frequent and
and loud
RATON
compensate the plaintiff for writing vivid flashes of lightning
insurance on the risks and classes of peals of thunder. A year ago today
YANKEE
isks embraced in said order for the the maximum was 78 and the mini-- j
CERR1LLOS
57.
mum
There were thunderstorms
risks assumed by it in any policies
in
this
vicinity.
issued." The insurance companies al
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithine Coal. Steam Coal.
so maintain that if the order of the
Felicio Sena Dies on Saloon Porch;
eawed Wood and Kindling,
moments
eaten
A
had
few
board is put into effect their business
after he
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
would be irreparably damaged
and the contents of two cans of sardines,
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A. T. & 8. K. Depot.
the value of tiheir licenses and per Felicio Sena, an employe of the Rio
85
Telephone
Telephone 85
mits impaired.
Grande railroad at El Moro, died on
The order in question was issued the porch of a saloon at that place
by the State Fire Rating Board as the from acute ptomaine poisoning. Sena
result of a recent elevation of classes had just finished work when he enand premiums on practically all busi tered the saloon at 3 o'clock in the
ness, amounting in some instances to morning and ordered a drink and the
400 per cent.
sardines. A moment later he fell on
As a Protection for yourself demand an Abstract Do you know whether
tftie floor iu convulsions and was caryou have an absolute title to the property which tcu Jncw cvn?
How's This?
ried to the porch by the
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re where he died in a few moments.
Absracts of Title,
& Insuward for any case of Catarrh that canTHE SANTA FE ABSTRACT, Kealty
Transfer of Property Deeds were
Furnished
rance Agency
by
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Ore. recorded in the probate clerk's office
F. J. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledo, O.
for transfers of property from Jose
Catron Block
Tel Black 76
Santa Fe, N, M
We, the undersigned, have known F. de Gutierrez and his wife, to Andy
J. Cheney for the last 15 yess.-- and be- Story, the consideration being $45.
lieve him perfectly honorable in all The property is located in precinct
business transactions and financially No. 4. A deed was also recorded from
mum
able to carry out any obligations made Reginald McKenzie and his wife to
PIAMOHPS
WATCHES
Zelma B. Zook for house and lot on
by his firm.
Qm
East Palace avenue near the church
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
MANUFACTURER OF
of tlhe Holy Faith. The consideration
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Prices
Eyes Tested and
Right
MEXICAN
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken intern- was $4,000. Another deed was from
Goods
Fitted by Vp4o-Dat- e
Right
to
Gonzales
Estafana
Antonio
Ortiz
y
ally, acting directly upon the blood
Servioe
Methods
.
Right
and mucous surfaces of the system. Sandoval de Lopez for house and lot
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents in precinct No. 3, the consideration
Cut
China and
being $100.
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
SANTA FE, N. M.
345 San Francisco St.
Take Hall's Family Pills frt con- j pation.
(Continued on Page Eight)
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GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL

A

o'er-flun-

Pansy

WE

ROiO UP.PLDSBORO
HEARD

Imperial
Jersev Cream

WITH

DAILY

PURCHASES

j

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plara, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40

at

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CALL

Ap

Diamonds. Watcnes, Clocks

Jewelry. Silverware,

rated

China,

Deco-

Novelties,

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
OK

WORK

IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDHR

GAME HEADS MOUNTED

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
cfurs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs

kinds

1

436

SANTA FE, N, M,

"

OANON
ROAD

grTOtMMMWSi

MULLIGAN & RISIIG
UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
PICTURE

130

FRAMING

125

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PAIiAOffi

AVE

DONE.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

j

Dhabie

creened

Lump

i

j

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Floor, Hay,

--

WHOLESALE

FUNFRAL DIRECTORS

nHT

s

I

j

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UAl

-

.

of all

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

PHONE 1Q

DONT MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY.

Sal-me- n

pitz

BLACK

iuiiuu

cr

SELIGMAN BROS CO.

t;

Goods.

H

I

t;

Leather and Lmther Ebony

EVERY DESCRIPTION

LADIESMUSL1N UNDERWEAR

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt aoi Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

YONTZ

MEXICAN HATS

ALL

PRICES,

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

S . E. Corner of Plaza.

TABLE WATERS
By the bottle or case

I

FILIGREE

JEWELRY

I

Glass,

Silverware

Manifou Water and Imported Vichy and
Gingerale, Apollinaris, and Grape Juice.

Zook's

Fhairmmacy

I
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nating candidates for delegate to the man. C. M. Richard is secretary of
constitutional convention. Some fav-- ' the committee. The north end of the
ored a convention and others a pri-- county was represented by D. L.
POLITICAL PASTURES
After much discussion the kirk, J. W. Turknett
and A. C.
committee decided that the Demo- Keinath, of Artesia, and F. W. Jornes,
cratic candidates for delegates be of Dayton. A. X. Pratt and C. H.
There was a Democratic picnic at chosen in a
of Carlsbad, and T. J.
primary to be held August
the D. Z. ranch, near Portales, last Fri- 20th. The committtee
of Malaga, were the other corn- rejected the
day.
overtures from the Republican county mitteemen present. S. I. Roberts and
committee for
ticket. J W. Lewis were presnt by request.
"It is reported that the Lordsburg This may result in a Republican
It developed during the evening thai
delegation to the Democratic county ticket placed in the field.
there is a strong sentiment in the
convention will demand a prohibition
of the county for a
plank in the platform." Western
"The Democratic Club of Carlsbad north end
Liberal.
convention.
The committee dewas revived last Wednesday night.
Col. John S. Crozier did it with his cided that it would ask the Demo- The Democrats of Albuquerque will clarion call, but now he wishes he
meet tonight. W. B. Walton of Silver hadn't. The club stampeded for Judge
(Continued on Page Six.)
City, is to address the club as is H. B. Brice the first chance it got and left
Albuof
a
Cornell,
young attorney
Honest John out in the cold. He didn't
querque.
like it al all, wouldn't even sign the
pledge and picked up his hat and went B
The Republicans of Lake Arthur, home mad. After the colonel had in- '
Chaves county, held primary for the troduced the meeting, officers were
election of a delegate to the county named. J. R. Linn was elected perconvention which will be held in the manent chairman, W. H. Woodwell,
court room at Roswell, August 6th, at secretary, but W. W. Dean served for
2 o'clock. T. A. Stancliff was unan- the evening at his request, and G. M.
imously nominated to serve as such Cooke was elected treasurer." Carls--
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PAGE THREE.

Heart, or Kid-i- "
nerves get weak, then these or;
ins always fail. Don't drug the
Stomach nor stimulate the Heart or
K: .m-ysThat is simply a make-shif- t.
t;, t a prescription known to Druggists
ry where as Dr. Snoop's Restorative. The Restorative is prepared expressly for these weak inside nerves.
these nerves, build them
with Dr. Shoop's Restorative tab-- b
's or liquid and see now quickly
will come. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
When the Stomach,
v

j C.

.

Rebound
When excellent
be done right at home.
New Mexican Bindery.

wore
Con-.il-

t

CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw landa,
under ditch. S40 00 to 7") 00 per acre. under cultivation
and highly improved, WO. 00 to S1T5.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

O'.Ters

hi-i- i

h.-Ij-

C HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

Dry Farming Laads, $5.00 to $20.00 per acte
K

ANC1IKS,
I.AKNK
AN

SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlors on . srov
laml. We have lrrltrntlon no enimi-n- t
prl-- '.
ntedina capital Moneyed mm are:
:
:
luvlteri to correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED IMYfHlNG

can

r-

II

NEW MEXICO.

RAXf HKS
I.A KiiK
A NO

SMALL.

LET US HE4R FROM YOU.

toe

PRINTERS ATTEN TIOP
We Want New Mexico and Arizona business. Wehave the
product and represent some of the best concerns in the country, can make the prices right and want to figure with you.

1

bad Argus.

delegate.

j
j

"Another candidate was brought forward last night to seek nomination
at the Democratic primaries as a candidate for delegate to tbe constitutional convention. This man is Mr. J. L.
Gibbany, a representative of the labor
element of the city, who will endeavor
to secure the nomination for him,
but without the enunciation of principles other than those adopted by
the Democratic party of this county."

"Judge Edward A. Mann of Albu-- !
querque has been inivited by the Re- publican Club of Precinct No. 29 to address a meeting of that organization
which is to be held Thursday evening.
A reply from Judge Mann is expected
by tonight. Judge Mann is one of the
big men of the Republican party in
Xew Mexico. He is a learned jurist
and will be able to give his audience
at the club meeting some sound infor- mation regarding constitution build-- '
Roswell Daily Record.
'
ing. Judge Mann is an able speaker
A. Paul Siegel, Willard Belknap and and his services are always in deO. O. Gragg were the successful candi- mand. An immense crowd undoubteddates at Naravisa for the Republican ly will be out to greet him on Thursconvention for Quay county. Follow- day evening." Las Vegas Optic.
ing is the vote:
44
A. Paul Siegel
"In another place in this issue of
28 the Record will he found a notice of
Willard Belknap
23 a meting of the labor element.
O. O. Gragg
The
22 call requests the presence of a numGeorge Bringle
21 ber of prominent Democrats of the
V. E. McNeill .
11 city and county, and it is evident that
Rodney Jeger
1 the
J. H. Fortner
meeting is to be political in its
nature. While not so informed the
e
The Democratic county central com- Record would judge that the labor
mittee of Quay county met at the
are desirous of ascertaining the
court house at Tucumcari with Chair- trend of opinion among the Democrats
man W. W. Mayes presiding. A ma- of the county regarding certain kinds
jority of the precincts of the county of labor principles, with respect to the
were represented by proxies. It was constitutional convention, and that it
decided to hold a primary August 13. is for that purpose the Democrats
A vote to decide as to the method of have been asked to be present."
Rosnomination resulted in 17 votes for a well Daily Record.
primary and five for a convention.
Returns from the Democratic priSpeeches were made by C. C. Davidson, J. D, Cutlip, Henry Swan, C. H. mary election in Curry county now
Hittson and others. The utmost har- indicate that Cole Childress of Texico,
mony prevailed.
and T. J. Mabry of Clovis, will be the
Democratic delegates to the constitu- At the Republican primary for Obar, tional convention
The precincts in
Quay county, D. M. Griffith and W. L. the remote parts of the county have
L.ng were elected delegates to the not yet been heard from, however, and
convention at 'Tucumcari next Thurs- these may change the apparent result,
day. The following resolution was of- The result will not be sure until after
fered by L. L. Klinefelter and was the official count is made Wednesday.
unanimously adopted. It might be call- Mabry is 35 years old, editor of the
ed "The Obar Idea." Whereas: We, Clovis Journal and inclined to the
the members of the Obar Republican Socialistic wing of his party. Other
primary recognize the fact that the candidates weer Attorney II. D. Tercreation of small counties always rell, Fred W. James, J. E. Curran and
greatly increases the burden of taxa- R. S. Murphy.
tion and is detrimental to the interests
"So far but three men have complied
of the people.
Therefore, be It Resolved; That we with the conditions of the Democratfavor such a provision in the state ic central committee of Chaves counconstitution as will, for a period of ty in respect to becoming candidates
five years, prevent the forming of any for nomination as delegates to the connew county, the assessed valuation stitutional convention. These men are
whereof, is less than one half the John I. Hinkle, J. S. Kirby and Green
average valuation of all the counties B. Patterson. Isn't it about time to
of the state and no existing county bring out a few more candidates. The
from which territory is taken, shall Record would like to see the names of
be left with less taxable property than G. A. Richardson, J. T. McClure, Em- - j
of the average of all mett Patton, Ed Gibbany, W. G. Ur-- !
the said one-hal- f
the counties.
ton, S. W. Holder, K. K. Scott and a
number of others added to that list
"Sheriff McGrath rode over from before the close of the time required
Silver City the first of the week, and to place names on the legal primary
Roswell Daily
is spending a few days in town, visit- ballots, Monday."
ing friends. He reports things as be- Record.
ing very quiet through the county,
"The Democratoc caucus was held
and that but little intrest is, as yet,
being taken in the coming constitu- last Saturday night, and it proved to
tional convention. Like the more be a surprise to some of the old tim
conservative Democrats he favors a ers, who have been attending Demo- constitution that has but little leg- cratic caucuses for years. After the
islation in it, believeing that legisla- caucus was opened it was discovered
tion should be left to the legislature, that a faction of the party had con-- ,
which will come, after the state is eluded it would manage the caucus,
admitterd." Western Liberal.
and it did so to its own satisfaction,
The delegates elected to attend the
The Pima county Arizona Demo- county convention which will select
crats opened the campaign for dele-- candidates for the constitutional con- gtes to the constitutional convention vention were: J. W. Johnson, F. O.
with E. S. Ives, counsel for the South-er- McCauley, Dr. J. P. Martin, J. W. Bills,
Pacific, candidate for senator, as- B, B. Ownby and J. D. Everett. It is
sailing the tariff. The only reference rumored that they will ask for a pro- the speaker made to the provisions of hibition clause in the constitution."
the constitution was for a provision by Western Liberal.
which publicity of campaign expenses
must be given a week before holding
"We are reliably informed that har- an election. The Gila county Demo- mony prevails everywhere in the
crats declare for the initiative and ranks of the Democratic party. Some
referendum, the recall and a direct people's idea of harmony is peculiar,
primary as the principles to be em- The harmony at the meeting of the
bodied in the constitution.
Democratic central committee at Al- -'
buquerque was terrible to behold, in
The Democratic central committee spite of Felix Martinez's well meant
of Eddy county met at Carlsbad to de- efforts to keep harmony by allowing
cide in regard to the method of nomi no one to talk but himself. The
harmony in Roosevelt county, judging
from the Herald, is also something
great. The harmony among the Eddy
county Democrats was of a weird, puz- zling brand. The Artesia end of it is
I
hflllpd nn on the nnpstinn of
"I have used your valuable Cascareta candidates, while down at Carlsbad
and I find them perfect. Couldn't do Colonel Mullane and those in charge
without them. I have used them for do not always seem to agree. Some
some time for indigestion landbihousness
le ldea of narmony is peculiar."
and am now completely cured. Recom-- p
Pecos Valley News,
mend them to everyone. Once tried, you
will never be without them in the.
The Eddy county Republican central
family." Edward A. Marx, Albany, N.Y..
me in the Commercial
committee
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Club rooms at Carlsbad to discuss the
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genpolitical situation. The meeting was
uine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
929
cure or your money back.
called to order by M. S. Groves, chair- j
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KIILK PATENT lllUIt SPEED JOB AXD NEWS SKY F.N COLUMN QUARTO PRESS as described above.
This press has boon tised very Utile and is of the late up to date make as are being built today. It is practically and
to all purposes and in appearance as good as new. It was taken in exchange from a daily newspaper whose circulamachine.
tion demanded a flat bod press. The purchaser putting in a
M I

j
'

j

j

The Santa Fe New Mexican
from us about two years ago.

is

now being produce on the same style, size and kind of press purchased

Wo have and can supply with this press an 8 page Dexter folder complete with pasters and trimmers, which can be
attached to the press delivering the paper into the folder. The same equipment as is used by the New Mexican. There
is also a table that goes with the folder for receiving thepaer when the folder is not in operation.
If you are in the market now or expect to be in the near future, would suggest that you get into communication with
.us at once as this press will not remain very long on tbemarket.
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REBUILT CYLINDER PRESSES.
"Optimus" Babcock, No.
Size bed 29x43,
5, Two Revolution.
size type matter 23x46, four form rollers, table distribution, front printed
side up delivery, air springs, sheet
sl'.tter, back up, impression trip, side
steam and overhead fixtures. Description Barnhart's catalog.
No. 2115. "Optimus" Babcock, Two
Revolution, No. 43. Size bed 28x41,
size type matter 23x4G, three form rollers, table distribution, front printed
side up delivery, air springs, sheet
slitter back up, impression trip, side
steam and overhead fixtures. Description Barnhart's catalog.
No. 2159. "Optimus" Babcack Pony
No. 3, Two Revolution.
Size bed 2Cx
32, size type matter 21x28, two form
rollers, table distribution, front printed side up delivery, air springs, back
up, impression trip, side steam and
overhead fixtures. Description Barn-l.ait'- s
catalog.
No. 2122. C. B. Cottrell Sons & Co.,
Size of bed
No. 5 Two Revolution.
33x46, size type matter 2Sx42, four
form rollers, table distribution, geared
vibrated rollers, front fly delivery, air
springs, hinged roller frame, back up,
impression trip, four tracks, box
frame, base plate, side steam and overhead fixtures.
No. 2123. C. B. Cottrell Sons & Co.,
Size bed 27x
No. 3, Two Revolution.
39, size type matter 22x35, four rollers,
table distribution, geared vibrator roll
No. 2158.

ers, front Hy delivery, air springs, livery, air springs, three tracks, base ing box at third and fourth fold, flat In
side steam and overhead
rack at second fold, turning out 8 and
hinged roller frame, back up, impres-plate- ,
tares.
for
base
Excellent
box
four
newspaper. 16 page periodicals and 8, 16, 24 and
frame,
press
tracks,
trip,
plate, side steam and overhead fix- periodical, book and half tone work. 32 page book forms. Equipped with
No. 2107. R. Hoe & Co., Job and fountain paster for 16 pages and
tures.
No. 2155. Campbell, Two Revolu News Drum Cylinder. Bed 29x42 (5 rotary paster at second fold.
Dexter Combination
tion. Size bed 37x52, size type mat- quarto.) rear tapeless delivery, rack No. 2170.
ter 32x49, four rollers, table distribu- and cam distribution, two form roll-- ' Book and Periodical Folder. With
tion, front flv delivery, four tracks, ers, air springs, base plate, side covering attaenment. win. iota periodicals 4, 8 and 16 pages, the coversprings, base plate, equipped for di steam and overhead fixtures.
No. 2106. Cranston
"Commercial" ing attachment adding 4 pages or
rect motor connection, or can be supplied with side steam and overhead Pony Drum. Size bed 21x28, rear forming 20 pages publication; with
fixtures.
tapeless delivery, two form rollers, fountain paster for 16 pages and rotNo. 2156. Campbell, Two Revolu rack cam distribution, air springs,1 ary pasters for 8 pages and for add
tion. Size bed 29x36, size type mat- back-umotion, base plate, side steam ing the four page cover, thus folding
and pasting complete 8, 16 and 20
for 24x33, four form rollers, table dis and overhead fixtures.
front fly delivery, four No. 2268. Cranston Drum. Size of page periodicals. Will also foM 4, 8,
tribution,
tracks, springs, base plate, equipped bed 30x43, (five quarto) rear tapeless 16, 24 and 32 page book forms. Equipfor direct motor connection, or can be delivery, air springs, two form rollers,! ped with slowdown attachment and
supplied with side steam and over rack and cam distribution, base plate, automatic sheet register at first fold.
side steam and overhead fixtures.
Will take a sheet 38x58 down to 25x38
head fixtures.
No. 2162. 'Scott Drum Cylinder.
No. 2152. Scott Pony No. 3, Two
and intermediate sizes. Machine pracRevolution. Size bed 25x31, size type Size bed 29x42, (five quarto) rear tape tically and to all purposes as good as
matter 21x37, two form rollers, table less delivery, rack and cam distribu r.ew.
CUTTERS.
distribution, front fly delivery, geared tion, two form rollers, air springs,
No. 2165. Seybold
motion, base plate, box frame,
"Holyoke."
interchangable vibrator rollers, air back-uPower, 3S inch, automatic clamp, trip
springs, box frame, base plate, coun side steam and overhead fixtures.
FOLDERS.
treadle and extra knire. Practically
ter, jigger, sheet slitter, side steam
column new.
No. 2167. Eclipse. Seven
and overhead fixtures. Late make.
No. 2166. Brown & Carver, "OsNo. 2157. R. Hoe & Co., Three Rev nuarto. hand feed, four and eight
olution, Seven quarto, two form roll pages with trimmer.
wego." Power, 38 inch, automatic
ers, rack and pinon aistriouiion, ..No. 2169. Dexter. Four and eight clamp, treadle, with extra knife. Pracsprings, box frame, base plate, side page, seven quarto, attachable to rear tically new.
fix-sio- n

p

p

steam and overhead fixtures. A very
fast press for newspaper work.
No. 2161. Potter, Two Revolution.
Seven quarto, four form rollers,
table distribution, tapeless rear de- -

JOBBERS.
Roll.
Dexter
We have 15 or 20 good late
Drop
Periodical
and
Xewpaper Folder. date jobbers and if you will advise as
Takes a sheet 40x54 down to 25x38 and to size, will take pleasure in making
intermediate sizes. Delivers in pack quotations.
delivery press.
No.

1946.

up-to-

COTTRELL SIX QUARTO TRIUMPH WITH TABLE
DISTRIBUTION

n

j

j

!

j

iliousnis

We have boxed and ready for Shipment at El Paso Texas a six
column Quarto Triumph Cottress Press as shown above.
This press is the late up to date pattern the same as being built
by the Cottrell Company today. It has table distribution, air springs,
''-a- , 3 8w'ii3 1 lift ssJsTlnu J-- .
tapeless delivery, patent hinged roller frame, side steam and cone
overhead fixtures and will be supplied with cast rollers, extra cores
This press is practically as good as new and we will guarantee it so.
Price F. O. B. cars El Paso, Texas, $850.00
time basis, or for spot cash $750.00.
Act quickly as the press will be shipped
to Dallas if not sold immediately.

VENJfEY PRINTERS SUPPLY COMPANY,

olip-htl-

TYPE
PRINTERS'

MATERIAL
SUPPLIES

PRINTING, BOOKBINDING, FOLDING

MACHINERY
150 South Ervay St.

Dallas Texas.

SOUTHESTERN

AGENTS

THE
SEYBOLD MACHINERY
POTTER OFFSET PRESS
BROWN FOLDER CO.
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Colorado celebrated its thirty-fourtThirty senatorial terms expire, on
March ?,, 1911. Death and voluntary anniversary as a state yesterday. Lest
.retirement have also made wide gaps we forget, New Mexico would have
in the old guard of recent years. celebrated too had it not been for
PUBLISHERS.
COMPANY
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
Tht-ris a new spirit in the land and tin- vindictiveness of the Democrats
P.
STURGES,
FRANK
oAtii a p wai
will be reflected in that and if 'he Democratic leaders have
that
spirit
Vice President.
Editor and President.
most conservative of conservative leg- their way in New Mexico, the Terrir
Secretary-TreasureJOHN K. STAUFFER.
islative bodies, the 1'nited States tory will be kept out another 34
Senate. Of course, the Senate
will vea rs.
Postofflce.
Fe
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa
remain strongly Republican, just as
?3.50 the next House will be
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
Republican.
25
SI
One of the leading Democratic newscarrier
2.00
Daily per week by
per year
75 Weekly,
of
the
admits:
papers
country
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00
65 Weekly, six months
"It will be confessed that notwith
Daily, per month, by mail
50
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- 7.00
quarter
Weekly, per
standing the divisions in their ranks
Daily, per year, by mail
the .Republicans have considerably the
Chas. R. Easley,
best of their opponents.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
They are Chas. F. Easley,
Estancia.
Santa Fe.
in. and hat counts for a great deal;
EASLEY & EASLEY,
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. I. Is sent to they have had unbroken success for
:
Attorneys at Law.
twelve years, and that counts; the
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing tTrculatf,)
is having a period of prosperiof.
Southwest.
the
E. C. ABBOTT
ive
country
and
progress
people
the
intelligent
?mong
Attorney-at-Laty and that counts in favor of the
Practice in the District and Suparty in power. Only once in the political history of the country has a pieme Courts. Prompt and careful
party in power neen ueteated in pros-- j attention given to all business,
perous nines, aim tnat aeieat was Santa Fe,
New Mexic
DRY FARMING IN NEW MEXICO
brought about by the politicians. The
GUARANTEE OF THE REPUBLIThe eastern farmer, migrating to administration of President .Taft. is:
catrqn a
CAN PARTY TO THE PEOPLE
the new farm lands of New Mexico growing in popularity with every. Attorneys and Counsel
OF NEW MEXICO.
must understand that dry farming week. The people are beginning to
nffl. natrm, Rwt
um
.uu.u a..,, njiuvc u, metiiuiis Santa Fe
The pledging of all delegates to the means:
New Mexico
Farm operation under limited rain- aud are learning that he has a most
elected
convention,
constitutional
,
successful way (even if it is not specfall:
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
from the ranks of ,the Republican
of securing from Congress
Conservation of soil moisture;
tacular),
Attorneys-at-Lasound
a
of
to
the
safe,
adoption
the legislation be favors.
party,
Conservation of soil fertility;
in the District Courts &s
Practice
"Against, all these things working
and fundamentally simple constituGrowing drouth resistant plants;
as before the Supreme Court of
well
in
favor of the Republicans the DemFarming where irrigation is impostion, which will guarantee and prethe territory.
or impracticable where there is ocrats have little to offer in the way
sible
of
the
proposed
to
all
New Mexico
the people
Las Cruces,
serve
offset.
of
limited rainfall;
They are forced to rely
their
of
political
all
new state
civil,
most wholly on the dissensions among
tillage;
RENEHAN & DAVIES
l
their opponents, and that is a
Commonsense farming;
and religious rights, and which shall
B. Renehan
A.
E. P. Davie
of scientific weak reed to rest upon."
application
be sufficiently broad, expansive and
Attorneys-at-Lato
agriculture;
flexible to authorize and insure legis- principles
Practice in the Supreme and Dls
President Taft has armroved with
The science of agriculture and that
best
lation necessary to secure the
the basis principles of dry farming ouf comment an opinion by Attorney trict Courts. Min.ng and Land Law a
General Wickersham to the effect that sPecialiy- - umce m uaixon biock
welfare of the people of all classes are:
New Mexico
and
1.
moisture
of
Conservation
is no provision of law by which Santa Fe
there
conditions.
the statue of General Robert E. Lee,
fertility.
G. W. PRICHARD
2.
Rational, systematic cultivation, in Confederate uniform, can be
MAJORITY RULE.
Attorney and Consellor-at-Latwo fundamental principles in moved from Statuary Hall in the
in all the District Courts
Practice
The Republicans believe in majority
inia
itol
are
at Washington.
And the entire
deep
namely,
farming
rule. They believe that such legisla- tial preparation 'of the ground, and a nation is with President Taft and At- - and gives special attention to cases
torney General Wickersham on that before the Territorial Supreme Court.
tive questions as Prohibition, refer- constant shallow after cultivation.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M
the
one
of
proposition. No waving of the bloody
William
McDonald,
Dr.
direct legislation,
endum, initiative,
authorities on agricul- shirt at this time, will change the fact
WILLIAM McKEAN
recall and all the other new ideas, greatest living this system lucidly: that Robert E. Lee, is one of the
tare, explains
Attorney-at-Lawhether good or bad, should be put up 'Dry farming may be defined as the bravest, most heroic figures in the
Mining and Land Law.
to the people separately, at the proper conservation of the soil moisture dur- - history of the world and that every
Taos
New Mexlcti
time, unentangled with constitutional ing long periods of hot weather by true American, both north and south,
he
like
means
of
feel
this
nation
says,
that
j3
if
"together
tillage,"
and
the people
inordinately proud
questions
C. W. G. WARD
giving them a trial to have it thus, and with the growth of drouth resistant produced so great a general and' so
Territorial
District Attorney
is
of
course,
It
not,
a
farming
them
of
tired
when the people get
plants.
perfect gentleman,
San
Fo.
and Mora Counties
Miguel
would
for
that
bej
have the people do away with them. without moisture,
Las VeSas- New Mexlc0
'
now
The
term
is
'
a
In
few
Demoimpossible.
otherwise.
the
of
the
believe
clearly
counties,
The Democrats
.
a
to
and
loosely applied
stmia, b the accilsanon
that
They would have them forced into the widely
R. W. WITTMAN
e
constitution where it would be almost ticular form of farming in all places they do not practice what they
normal rainfall ranges fromcate in theory, have resorted to the
the
Draftsman
where
to
of
rid
them,
get
impossible
zero to thirty inches per annum. That.direct )rimary for the selection of
Copies furnished of records on flit
many of them would find place simply
a iariner in a. eraiaui candidates for the constitutional con- - ln tne U. S. Surveyo- - General's Office
because the people want statehood and is to sayof mat
New Mexico might speak, vention. In most of
district
New Mexics
because
the counties, how- Santa Fe,
want a constitution and not
of dry farming with nine inches of ever, the convention is still
the majority favors such legislation.
preferred
while his neighbor in eastern
Notice for Publication.
the TJnterrified, because of its simThe Republican position with ref- rain;
with a rainfall of twenty-nin- e by
Nebraska,
Serial No. 0467, 013711.
and cheapness. It is said that
"proerence to all of the
plicity
inches, might equally well pro
Not Coal Land.
Jemez Forest.
gressive'' legislation the postion tak pose to conserve his surplus moisture the direct primary in Curry county,
cost some of the candidates over a Department of the Interior,
with practical
en by Republicans
farming
by proper tillage along dry
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
thousand dollars in order to secure a
unanimity in every quarter of the lines.
or
a
for
a
favor
$4
suit
in
is
of
sixty
days.
safe,
day job
thirty
July 12,1910
territory
"But although the fundamental The direct
Notice
Is hereby given that Juan
a
scheme
is
great
primary
pie, constitution which will enable the
principles would be the same the de-- ,
"common" man without M. Velasquez, of Coyote, N. M., who,
people to make, through their leg- tails of the two operations would be tQ
on July 27, 1908, and June 20, 1910,
islature, such laws as they may want. vastly different. For the New Mexi- means out of the running.
made homestead entries No. 0467 and
will
which
a
constitution
For example,
co farmer would require to accumu
Faithless bank employes have dur- - No. 013711, for SE 4 NW
NE
empower the legislature to extend late a two years' rainfall to produce
SW
S
NE 4 NE
the franchise; which will empower a satisfactory crop; whereas his for- (ing the past five years stolen $35,000,- - NE
SE
Sec. 19, and W
NE
the legislature to prohibit the sale or tunate brother in Nebraska would 000. In most cases the gambling fev- - N
er, the desire to reap where others NE 4 NW
and NW 4 NW
manufacture of intoxicating liquor
doubtless demand an annual crop from have
sown and to become rich with- - Section 20 Township 21 N, Range 3
which will empower the legislature an abundant supply of moisture."
out
has been to blame. The E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
effort,
and
to provide for direct legislation,
remainder blamed women and wine of Intention to make final five year
the
to
bills
of
for
reference
provide
A TERRIBLE
INDICTMENT.
A few blamed proof, to establish claim to the land
for their downfall.
people and so on.
The El Paso Herald prints editori-- ' their small salaries, but strange to above described, before Eliseo Lucero,
the
enable
Such a constitution will
ally the following terrible indictment say the men with big salaries embez- probate clrek, at Tlerra Amarilla, N.
people of the state to "try on" any of its own state, an indictment only Z!ed just as readily as did the under-to- M., on the 26th
day of August, 1910.
legislation or any scheme of legistrue and caused by decades of paid clerk. The causes are imbedded
Claimant names as witnesses:
lation that they think they want, and Democratic misrule:
in human nature and until Iiuman na- Placido Archuleta, Luciano de Her-rera- ,
a very essential feature it will en"A British detective
successfully ture is changed, watchfulness and the
,
Florencio Vigil, Ygnacio
able the people at any time to repeal trailed Dr. Crippen across the ocean employment only of men of good hab-an- d
all
M.
of
N.
Coyote,
arrested him in Canada on a its, are the chief safeguards for em-- ,
any legislation or scheme of legisMANUEL R. OTERO,
lation which has been found objec- charge of murder. A Kentucky detec- - ployers in the financial world.
Register.
tionable. We hear a great deal, these tive traveled 19,000 miles after Wend-- ;
"rule
of
by
ling accused of child murder, visiting! It is a matter of great satisfaction
days, about the necessity
the majority." The Republican policy in his search such distant points as to all citjzens who have followed the
provides precisely for the rule of the Buffalo, Monterey, and Honolulu; he various attempts to complete the
caught his man and Wendling must Scenic Highway, that the Good Roads
majority. The Democratic scheme
or, rather, the scheme of certain Dem- go to trial. Near Palestine, Texas, 20 Commission is attacking the problem
ocratic politicians provides for im- negroes have been slaughtered within in real earnest and that convicts are
bedding in the constitution the var- 48 hours by whites; a mob of several 'now at work in tne Santa Fe canon
ious features to which we have re- hundred white men has been engaged t0 tie up the va,.i0us links, to place
1
r
ferred, so that if the majority should in a man hunt, killing negroes wher- that portion of the road already
found. The sheriff expresses the strUcted in good condition, and to
it would be
find them objectionable
u
that practically all the
the road to the Pecos river for
practically impossible to get rid of opinion
were unarmed, harm- - an 0tiet. The completion
murdered,
groes
of the
them.
less, and peaceable.
Says the sher- highway will be financially and other-iff- :
As between the two policies, the
'Throughout that section white wlse a decided victory for New Mex-mesensible citizen will not hesitate" to
have been going about killing jc0 tor it
become one of the
"WHERE PRICES ARE
choose the Republican policy.
negroes as fast as they could find greatest tourist attractions of the
LOWEST FOR
them, and as far as I have been able southwest.
QUALITY.
GRANT COUNTY DEMOCRATS DO to ascertain, without any real cause,
These negroes have done no wrong
WELL.
Three great western states are
The Democrats of Grant county act- that Id could discover. There was just holding their primaries today, Okla-- a
gang hunting them down, homa, Kansas and Missouri, and in
ed rather wisely by steering clear of
them.'
and
killing
;each there are issues that have
the demagogues and socialistic agitathe 200 or 300 members awakened the greatest interest The
"Whether
Olive Oil
candidates
their
tors, and selecting for
of this Texas mob prepare to put up west, will decide not only the com-- a
for the constitutional convention,
of self defense or insanity does piexion of the next Congress but also
three well known and able attorneys notplan
The Ideal in Purity.
matter.
will never be ar- next Presidential election. The
and one business man, all four far from rested and Theywill never come to the
new
they
apportionment will greatly
falling in with the Democratic socialTexas with
the 'crease its representation in Con- -'
For those who want
istic prdgram, and who all four will
of the United States has wess and in the electoral college!
population
and
a
of
safe
work for the formulation
praemlaeatly the best
vi an uie uimiiciues ; uuuus ana there are issues today which d
Olive
Oil, we strongly
sane constitution in harmony with the
individuals kill without hinder- - vide the west from the east more!
"SYLMAR" It, is
Republicans.
Attorney W. B. Wal- ance, and conviction and legal execu-- , sharply than the old political shibbo-tioton, one of the men selected, has been
bottled from the first presof white men for murder are prac- - leths divide Republicans from Demo-attorney for the Santa Fe Railroad tically unknown in this state.
'crats.
sing of California's ChoCompany and while In the legislature
"It is a bad sort of advertising, and
icest Its purity is abso
always worked in harmony with the, if the laws, the courts, and the juries
five weeks to the election for'
lute. A more wholesome
Only
Republican leaders. Judge A. H. Har-lee- cannot correct this deplorable situa-- , constitutional delegates and at its
or more delicious Olive Oil
another one of the candidates, has tion, it rests with the people at large best the interest of the
would be impossible to
is
it
people
represented large vested interests in through general education and elevat-- ; only languid. The Socialists have put
produce.
so
has ing of public sentiment to place the
'
mining and other cases, and
up their tickets in three counties,
ALSO CARRY
Attorney Alvan N. White, a younger value of a human life above that of a the Republicans in one county and the
man, but also a good constitutional vagrant dog."
Democrats in two counties. Howev-- '
LINE OF RIPE OLIVES
ler, the end of the present week will
lawyer. James B. Gilchrist, the fourth
substantial business man
The special interests in the Demo-- ! see more ginger injected! "into the
man, is
with large vested interests and con- cratic counties are not at all bashful campaign and within two weeks, the
servative ideas' While it is likely in urging the voters to elect men to people will begin to sit up and take
In notice.
that the Republicans will nominate the constitutional convention.
j
men just as well fitted and as capable, Chaves county, for instance, union
afid will elect them, yet, it is well to labor, the farmers league, the Prohib- It now appears that both Hon. A. B.
know, that if the other side perchance, itionists and others who represent Fall and the Albuquerque
Morning'
should win, that such victory will not only one idea have candidates in the Journal have been barking up the
& COMPANY
involve the sending to Santa Fe of field. This is perfectly proper, but wrong tree and that both are about
ideas of should disbar the Democrats from set- - to shake hands across the bioody
men possessed with wild-eyewith
their
universe
the
"
ting up a howl about "special inter- - chasm. Queer things happen in
upsetting
novelties.
tics and queerer things in Journalism. ffT
I m
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A, HUGHES,
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PALEH.

FRAKK McKAKE, Assistant Cashier.
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catron
lors-at-La-

J. B. BEAD, Cashier.

OF SANTA FE.
Th Oldest Ganking Institution in
Nw Mextoo. Established hi 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$150,000
80.000

-

transacts general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds oi
personal and collateral security. Buys and se'.ls bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
r
tj of money to alt parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
agency public or
jj as are given by any money transtiniting
j: private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' r years' time. Liberal
5 advances made on
consignments f livestock and products.
c The bank executes all orders of its
patrons in the banking line,
c and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound
ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
tkru rururnjxnnnnsxri " rnr
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HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN RRCP,

re-Th- e

w

Hotels

One of the Best
Cuisice and
Table Service

the West

in

Large Sample

Room for Com-

Unexcelled

mercial Travelers

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

-

advo-wiher-

:

1--

1-- 4

1-- 2

1--

4

1--

1-- 2

4

1--

HOTEL
J. E. LACOMS

Proprietor
Commodkus Sample ?xum
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

i

-

I H

S. KAONEl

&Co.

con-eve-

j

GROCERS

n

SAFE

j

hot-heade-

IN CONNECTION

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

Wft ArP

DO

TBE REST.

FULL C0URSE MEALS PiOM NOON ON.
'If yon drop in at 5 o'cloci you can get a hot
SuDDer ready to eat and von will not have to

I

o

Tru-jillo-

FIRST CLASS CAPE

a Good One,

1-- 2

NOW

n

"

servingo

i

wait.

Ourlncreasinpt patronage Is the
best proof that we merit yours.

JH E HOTEL
RATES tl.00

A

CORONADO

DAY AND UP

G.LUPE HERRERA
Proprietor

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City Ux connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men. Give us a trial if you want first class service,
.

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

Sylmar

une-ieiu-

u

n

j

1

t

j

j

SPECIAL
SALE

JULY

during entire
month of

1910

All Summer Dress Goods, Silks, Novelties, Lawns
Laces, Embroideries and Ladies Knit and Muslin
Underwear.
ALL ARE THIS SPRING and
SUMMER GOODS LATEST STYLES and DESIGNS

PLEASE CA.LL AND EXAMINE THEM

ADOLF "SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

j

FULL

H;S. KAUNE

j

d

e

poli-ests.-

PHONE 26

TtfcfluftMttartfan

SOFT BOMBS

:

iw orders tfeKvered

steeted

to the thirsty m BetMtfataff
eool aad inviting
GINGER ALB, WILD CHERRY, LEMON
SODA, tftOM BREW,
ROOf BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

TWMkmlng

SANTA

FE BOTTLING WORKS.

,.,,,

All idrinks natto from filtered water.

Itamnmnmm,

ti

HENRY KRICK, Proprietor

r.Mlmi

n mil

i

n

iTTrr-T-T-

TUESDAY, AUGUST

ice melts jxmnr

if

nrocniiiii Mrnmnm

AREY0U GOIN' FISHIN'MR. SP0RTMAN?

Dr. and Mrs. E. Evans of Oklahoma,
an? lourists in the city.
R. E. Hint's, a cement salesman
from FA Paso, is calling on the trade.

Use the

" BRISTOL

Mrs. A. M. Matthews, a sightseer
from Forest City, Ark., is at the Pal
ace.
F. M. DuBois, of Corona, Lincoln
county, is a business visitor in the

for Trout

I

capital.
Attorney Xeill

A LITTLE CN7AfSYaffh

NOBANKACCOlJVT?

If 200 YEARS AGO one of your ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
at 5 per cent compound interest and you had that $200 and the Interest,
each dollar.bill were a link in a, chain, that chain would reach from New,
York to San Francisco .
'
Money grows 'ra our bank if you will let it.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal Interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

i

TRUST CO.

&

B. Field is up from
Albuquerque on supreme court business.
Mrs. Byron I,. Moffit of Tucson.
Ariz., is a sightseer registered at the
Claire.
Attorneys E. Y. Dobson and Isaac
Barth of Albuquerque, are here on
leual business.
H. S. Herbert, the we!l known meat!
salesman from the Meadow City, is
at the Palace.
District Attorney Alexander Read is I
in the capital from Tierra Amarilla,
Rio Arriba county.
The Rev. Carlos Bobst has returned from a pleasant visit to Pena Blan
ca and Albuquerque.
W. L. Lynch, J. P. Wells, and J. P.
Sbafer are visitors from Kstancia reg
istered at the Coronado hotel.
Dr. Edgar L. Hcwett left today for
the summer school in the llito de los
Frijoles, 20 miles west of Santa Fe.
Thomas F. Gaylord, of Lafayette.
Ind., interested in the Ramon Vigil
grant, just west of Santa Fe, is in

William

of

Morgan,

some

need

tackle, and a few other
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
i: crir jnaxa
that vou need. Just call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO rOWS, he M be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and i njthirg else
you wishj to know.
W17H

HIM

IT WILL BE TO YOUR

ADVANTAGE.

and complete in everyj
'es
detail our a8Sortment
lagerj
Oar Line is all new
'

and more complete, thtn ever.

We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and Jeverything for his majesty, THE
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Uur prices are lower
than ever before.

Notice our

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take uo the Isaac Walton Fever.

Stanley,

Windows

SAflTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

!

WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BAR GA INS IN BOTH
IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

1

you "will

His Time is Yours

southern Santa Fe county, was an arrival on last evening's New Mexico
Central train.
The Most Rev. Archbishop Pitavalj
left Sunday for Pecos, going over-- ;
land. He is expected to return to the

REAL ESTATE

1

0,

city tomorrow.
Wholesale & Relail
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Pillsbury of!
Dealers in
St. Louis, are at Gregg's. They are!
seeing the sights of this city and oth-- j
er places in the southwest.
Governor Mills .will leave for Moun-tainaiTorrance county, tonight to be j
Market
Receipts 1S.H00.
Sheep
piesent tomorrow during the celebration of Governor's Day at the Chau- - steady.
Native $2.0(1 ffi 4.50; western
REMEMBER THIS SIMPLE TEST
Si.SO'fi 5.75;
$2.7i(?j 4.50;
yearlings
tauqua.
$4. SOW
TOie Rev. A. E. Burnet, a New York lambs, native $1.50; western
clergyman, is in the city having re- 7.10.
THE GREATEST ENEMY
Kansas City, Aug. 2. Cattle Returned from a trip to the cliff dwellTO
CLOTHE.5
.SATISings which he found intensely inter- ceipts 6,000, including 1.000 southerns.
Natives $4,551(8; Texas steers $3.5i
esting.
15
FACTION
COTTON.
stockers
5.45; western steers $4&-6Mrs. Peter M. Lienau and children
COTTON HA-BEEN THE
left for Albuquerque with Mrs. Jacobo and feeders $4fi6.15; cows and heifMeyers who had been visiting her ers $2.50 6.25; calves $6.50ft7;
CURaSEor THE CLoTHE-Market
Hogs
Receipts 10,000.
vncie Superintendent of Insurance
five
mixed
BUaSINEaSaS
8.70;
$S.20ffj
FOR
higher. Light
FIFTY
j'leobo Chaves.
Brother James Walter, who recent- $7.808.40; heavy $7.455 S.20; pigs
BIG
LITAND
YEARS.
ly resigned as president of St. Mich- $8.10(8.75; bulk $0.5057 S.15;
Market
TLE MANUFACTURERS
Recei)ts 5,000.
Sheep
ael's college, has gone to Chicago
Muttons $3.75(?4; lambs
where he reports to the headquarters steady.
HAVE BEEN UNABLE To
$6.25 7; yearlings $3.505; fed wethof the Christian Brothers.
ers
and
$3.501i5.
yearlings
REaSIST THE TEMPTAMiss Bettie Massie has returned
home from a visit with Mrs. Max.
TION TOCHEAPEN THEIR
The Spanish editiou oi the 1909
Nordhaus at Trout Springs, about 40
BY
OUTPUT
CUNNING
miles east of Santa Fe, on the other Iaws of New Mexico are now ready
for delivery.
Price: Paper cover,
side of the Sangre de Cristo range.
aSUBaSTITUTEaS
Superintendent of Public Instruc-- . $3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep.
20
cents
Addres9
$4.00,
COTTON PROVIDES
plus
postage.
tion James E. Clark and R. F. Asplund
'
and family, have returned from an alt orders to The New Mexican Print
EVEN THE
automobile trip to the upper Pecos, ing Co., Santa Fe. N. M.
DEALERS MAY BE VICThe journey was made without a mis-- ,
NATURE'S WARNING.
hap, although the road from here to
TIMIZED BY THE FRAUD
the Pecos is in bad condition.
Santa Fe People Must Recognize and
GREAT PERFECTION HAS BEEN REACHED IN
Heed It.
THE COTTON IMITATION.
Kidney ills come quietly mysteri- ously,
THERE ARE TWO WAYS OF GETTING ALL
But nature always warns you.
MONEY AND METALS.
PURE WooL. LooK FOR OUR LABEL. WE
Notice the kidney secretions.
New York, Aug. 2. Call money 1
See If the color is unhealthy
Gv 2;
6; Mexican
prime paper 5
If there are settlings and sediment,
N.
dollars 44; Amal. 64; Atch. 96
Passages frequent, scanty, painful,
S. P. 112;
Y. C. Ill; Reading 136
It's time then to use Doan's Kidney
IT. P. 161
Steel 68
pfd. 115. Pills,
New York, Aug. 2 Lead steady,
j
To ward off Bright's disease or dia
$4.47
bid; copper steady, stand- betes.
Doan's (have done great work in San- Sept. $12.10
ard spot $12.07
ta Fe.
silver 53
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
GRAIN PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
N. M., says: "I have used Doan's
Chicago, 111., Aug. 2. Wheat Sept. Fe,
CAUSTIC SoDA TEST. No OTHER TAILoRS
Kidney Pills off and on for two years
100
Dec. 103
have done me a world of
mm Sp.,t R9. 1 4
IN
Rer fiufi) aud they
ALL AMERICA WILL EVEN DISCUSS THE
'
good. A dull pain in the small of my
IS
sometimes extending into my
Oats-S- ept.
36
Dec. 37
me .a
WE NOT ONLY DISCUSS IT BUT WELCOME IT.
Oct
$20.65.
Pork Sept. $21.57
when I took
suffering,
particularly
Lard Sept $11.60; Oct. $11.45
cold. I was bothered mostly in the
PRICES FROM
To
47
winter, and in addition to the pain
Ribs Sept. $11.50; Oct. $11.00.
in my back, there were symptoms of
WOOL MARKET.
inflammation of the bladder.
The
St. Louis, Aug. 2. Wool unchanged, kidney secretions were highly colored
territory and western mediums 18 & and when passed were attended with
231-2- ;
fine mediums 17(S20; fine 13 a
scalding pain. I never used another
17.
remedy that acted as satisfactorily as
LIVESTOCK.
Doan's Kidney Pills. They proved to
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
Chicago, Aug. 2. Cattle
Receipts be just the medicine my case requir
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
Texas ed and the complete cure they brought
Beeves $4.658.10;
9,000.
steers
western steers $ihas led me to recommend them on
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
6.50; stockers and feeders $4S 6.15; j raore than one occasion."
DESIGNS.
R V.BOYLE Mrr.
cows and heifers $2.506.25; calves j For sa)e by all dealers. Price 50
CMREBDOH POULTRY YARDS ARK BELLI NO Ol'T!
$6.508.70.
'cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
FRESH LAID Ei(4S every day
Market New York, sole agents for the United
Hogs
Receipts 13,000.
Pure
bred
barred
Rocks
and
Plymouth
A'ynndottes. Chickens
five higher. Light $8.208.7o; mixed nstates
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and'White
fed on clean wholesome food
chanee
of
Tuberculosis
nor
Ptomaine polsonlnf t
pigs
germs
$7.808.40; heavy $7.458.20;
Remember the name Doan's and
0nIy'GSN
$8.108.75; bulk $9.508.15.
take no other.
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Tie Wagner Furniture and Undertaking
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Establishment.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
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MARKET REPORT
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agree to forfeit a dollar a thread
for every cotton thread found in our
samples.
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statementor proposition. the royal
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DON'T HESITATE TO CALL
On us for information If you are in
can be better equipped by us in the doubt as to the value of some toilet
soap, complexion cream, talcum or
matter of
tooth powder or any other toilet acSASH, DOORS AND BLINDS
We'll give it gladly and
cessory.
than by any other firm, and at a bet- honestly.
ter price too. Our goods will always
SOME SIMPLE MEDICINES
be found exactly as represented. Our
Like Jamaica Ginger, Aromatic Spirits
reliability at all times is the founda- of Ammonia, Cathartics, etc., should
tion of our reputation. A large stock form a part of your vacation outflL To
on. hand. We would be pleased to get get the best, get them here,
YOUR BUILDINGS

you."

order.

STRIPLING-BUKROW-

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone Mo 14b Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
If you want anything on
a New Mexican Want Ad

eartn- -

Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.

MUM

Mwm
Every
uueresiea aim
ib

Should Know

about the wonderful

kMARVELWhirlingSpray
ikw vnirinm pyrin uest .u ost conveDlent. It cleanses
2 instantly,

try

PAY
and
NIGHT
We

&

S

Ak your dnierirHtforlt.
If be cannot supply the
MARVEL, accept no
other, hnt Bend itunn for
illnstratd book Bealpd. Tt

2

make it in their advertising
tailors
in all america.
the other test is the well known

l--

--

TEST.

1--

$16.00

1--

40.00.

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
CLARENDON
GARDEN

sj.5U-d.5U-

n

fftvM

fnll narticnlara and directions ln- - vmt:ll!m:im,aa
valuable to ladies. MA11VF.L CO.
44 East 88d Street. NW Y4 K.

;

24 Hour

E

ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

ae Agents &52r$:
Santa Fe Water

"

Call

Light Company
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MEXICO'S
POLITICAL PASTURES.

Farmington Enter--

prij.

i

TO ALL POINTS VIA

'E 'Mat;

roorfnitiesa and a brieht disposition Murine the months before baby comes, thews. Forest City, Ark.; E. W. Dob- are among the greatest blessings a mother can bestow upon the little life about son Isaac Barth, Albuquerque; R. E.
to begin. Her happiness and physical comfort will largely govern the proper Hines E1 Paso. R. g Herbert, Las
contributes
development of the health and nature of the child. Mother's Friend comfort it Vegas
much to the mother's happiness and health by the relief and mental
Claire.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In

LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

TRIP

ROUND
RATES

Palace.
Alexander

j

CHEAP

Mrg E EvanSj Oklahoma;
N M ; T. F.
R ' yQ
' Qaesta
,
ayiora, Lataeue, ma., j. R Ed.
mttnason, bpnnger, j. u. Palmer Pasadena, Calif.; Mrs. Byron L. Moffitt,
Tucson, Ariz.; V. G. Book Chicago.
Gregg's.
N. B. Field, Albuquerque; Mr. and
Mrs. W. R. Pillsbury, St. Louis; M. L.
Butte, Mont.; Leon B.
Pillsbury,
A. J. Leamy,
Pereo, Albuquerque;
Denver; Julius Henderson, Boulder,
Colo.; F. M. DuBois, Corona; E. F.
DuCharne, El Paso.
Coronado.
Tomas Atencio, Mrs. L. Atencio,
Dixon; Antonio Forizi, Las Vegas; B
S. Phillips, Buckman; W. L. Lynch, J.
P. Shafer,
Estancia; William J,
Morgan, Stanley; Mrs. A. Wall, Loup
City; Pete Condola, Antonio Condola,
Albuquerque; J. P. Wells, Estancia.

Sew Mexico Central
Effective June 2rid, 1910
ATLANTIC CITY $74.05

ASBURY PARK

$73.70
$77.95
$50.35
$60.35
$44.60
$35.35
$44.35
$75.15

BOSTON

CHICAGO
DETROIT
HOT SPRINGS
KANSAS CITY
ST. LOUIS
NEW YORK

"Santa Fe is as much of a seething
political crater as ever even in suma
hum-The average Santa Fean re9
88
f7 is
94
Ute Hark. N. M.. .Lv
Ar
cratic party for a
735
quires politics in his daily existence
12 Hour
, about as other people
require air to
VV.
M.
No.121
6:15
m.
in
A
N,
ever
S.
had
Dawson,
p.
ai
Ry, train
arriving
breathe.
If any man who
.jPonnectswlth E. P.
DAYLIGHT TRAINS
IConnei-twith K.P.iS.W. Ry. train So. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at9:55a.iu.
"
a unehtovtu or T?r,v Mnra his name in the papers in New Mexico
SSlaige for Van Houten N. M. meets trains at Preston N. M.
BETWEEN
office
trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
CAS. Passenger
SOUTH ROUND
county X M. is an appreciated cit- - hasn't been mentioned for every ser- NORTH ROUND:
assistant
Mr."
new
8.
10.44
from
a.
state
Bu'shkevitz
1.
No,
4.4S a. in,
No.
in.
was once a in the
izen
No, 2. 11. 11 p. 111.'
No. 7.6 49 p. in.
s
to U. S. senator I don't
&
member of the territorial legislature,
A. T. & S. K. Ry.at Raton and Preston with C. A S. Ry. at
Track connection with
VV.
N
at
K
M,
Northwestern
and
Cimarron
at
S.
who
Des Moines
he is. I was only m faama
P,
Colfax,
know
Ry.
new
in
a
for
hard
worked
county
and
Is depot or following station Ocate, Miami. Rayado
Cimarron, N, M. which
was taken
Served as coffee, the new coffee sub-u- p
his neck of the woods. Among other Fe one day and part of that
and Red Lakes, N. M.
N. M. Arroyo Seeo, Aurora,
but
in
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
stations
business
Ute Park. N. M. is depot forthe following
unfortunately
with
stitute known to grocers everywhere
.
things, Mr. Bushkevitz stated that the
Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red
Raldy Black Lakes, Cerro, Klizabethte-vuof as j)T
was
made
will
selection
Health
in
Coffee,
and'
my
reminded
Taos
hearing
shoop's
Twining.
River City, Talpa,
Las Vegas Optic editorials
a. m. Daily.
of- Daily. fFlag. t Daily except Sunday
expert. Not a
trjCk even a COffe
ltim of 'the wail of a lost soul with the new state and congressional
F. M. WILLIAMS,
most
J. VAN HOUTEN,
. J.
Pure
in
provisions
either.
it
coffee
DEDMAN,
the
real
important
fleets,
0(
grajn
For information regarding freight
its tail caught in the door crack.' At
G. P. Ager.t,
were decided healthful toasted grains, malt, nuts,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
a meeting held in Roy a few short of the new constitution
in short the whole political etc ,have t,een s0 cleverly blended as
and passenger rates etc. call
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.
nights gao, Mr. Bushkevitz called the upon, and
in mo- - t0 jve a WOnderfully satisfying coffee
set
state
new
of
the
machinery
Bushkevitz
in
to
the
order,
meeting
at city office, Laughlin Block
But boil- - taste and flavor. And it is "made in
hall and stated the object of the meet- tion at least prophetically.
as possible the a minute," too. No tedious 20 to 30
as
much
it
down
town
to
a
nominate
ing
was
which
B
ing,
or Phone 145.
was unani- situation now, as seen at Santa Fe, mjnutes boiling. Sold by Frank An- ticket. Mr. Bushkevitz
will
be gov- jrewS- Bursum
mously chosen permanent chairman. seems to be that
sena- Chairman Bushkevitz was authorized ernor, and Catron and Andrews
L H. GIBSON,
re Jn nee(J or anvtiimK, tri
to appoint a nominating committee, tors unless l- an ana mius can uecu
,f
Dona
who
I
was
asked
to
it.
R New Mexlcan Want Ad- which said committee at once nomi- them
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.
connated Chairman Bushkevitz for may- Ana was going to send to the
From Santa Fe to EI Paso, Bisbee,
or. Mayor Bushkevitz was confirmed vention, and while disclaiming the gift
I stated that I believed
in
and
all
New
Points
Douglas,
by acclimation, shortly after which the ; of prophecy,
would
pick some o her
county
my
Bushkevitz
from
the
meeting adjourned
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
ones are thick iu
men
and
best
a
good
in
sent
hall, and Mr. Bushkevitz
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
But I did venwoods.
of the
signed article to the New Mexican our neck
was my time
as
it
ture
the
assertion,
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
Bushkevitz
telling all about it. Mr.
- Hif Km wto talk, that if Dona Ana should sein
con
huevos
chili
some
to
be
J
appears
in-- :
and
men
of
the
four
Val&
ability
lect
El
Pecos
bis own neighborhood."
tegrity of Mr. Holt, Judge Parker,
ley News.
President Garrison and Jo' Lucero she
would furnish the constitutional conTO
chairman
Pursuant to call of the
with as strong a delegation as
the San Juan county Republican cen- vention
in the great state of New
tral committee met last Saturday in any countyW. A.
Sutherland in Las
Mexico."
Aztec. There were present; J. N.
Cruces
Citizen.
X.
I
Taylor, C. M. Tonkinson, L. Welsh,
For Rates and full information address
Save Moaey and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
A. Conger, E, P. Wilson and by proxy
8 I. H. Selph. Chairman J. S. Thurs"For years the Democrats of New
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
ton presided and G. F. Bruington acted Mexico have, in various ways, ex- MONEY
as secretary. The members present pressed their disapproveal of the fact
ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
IG. F. & P. A.
hold
the
to
in
vote
the
in
men
unanimous
were
that several
prominent
1
Payable Thccusftout the United States. Canada Mexico
JE1 Paso Texas.
the primary, and Mr. Selph gave simi- councils of the Republicans, were at--'
and all Foreign Countries.
lar instructions with his proxy. A torneys for the Santa Fe railroad. Al- committee to arrrange primary de- though of late some members of the
t&MITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
tails was chosen in J. H. Thomas, G. Democratic party have also been hon-F. Bruington and E. P. Wilson. It was ored by being placed on the pay roll
decided that the primary ballot con- of this company, the Democrats, or a
tain spaces for approval or disap- part of them, are terribly afraid that
proval of the primary system, election the Republicans will send one or more
of precinct committeemen, and dele- railroad lawyers to the constitutional
gates to a county convention which convention. Those mentioned by the
shall ratify the action of the pri- Democratic papers are being in danger
maries. Candidates will be assessed of being elected are A. B. Fall and
equally for expense 01 primary, and Charles A. Spiess. The chairman of
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
must get their names to the county the Democratic central oommittee is a
chairman on or before August 2. railroad lawyer. It has been hinted,
Denver Colorado.
Voters may vote in any precinct in and more than hinted, that Mr. W. B.
which they happen to be on the day Walton forced his own election to the
of the primary election. The Dem- position he now occupies, and that the
ocratic primary will also be held on Democratic party would rar rather
the same day, August 6th, between have someone else in his place, but
the hours of 9 a. m. and 6 p. m. at the the fact that this same Mr. Walton
A.
New
usual voting places of the various is praised unreservedly by the DemoBERGEOE,
county precincts. There will he two cratic press of the territory, and is
Catron Block.
Santa Fe, N. M.
sets of judges and clerks, and the known by every Democratic editor to
four winners in this primary will be be a railroad attorney, seems to show
the candidates in the election on that the Democrats endorse him, and
m
September C, held to choose two mem- evidently consider that the fact that
o,.
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ifying
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from the present out
delegate to the constitutional conven Fe, and yet,
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will be the choice of
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Democrats for one
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the
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We do not believe
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Mr.
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that Mr. Brice
think
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to
in
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steeped
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an angel of
friends in the Democratic party than do not consider Mr. Spiess
we think
do
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Judge
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railroad
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leader to be a
TAKE YOUR CHOICE.
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go
vacation.
a
little
Why
take
teams.
to
time
the
is
it imt
stitutional convention, subject to the pads and tablets suitable for acbool
"What cures
Wla.S.M.er AcrLto
Fm
up there while it is cooi? REMEMBER
Evsiy Coxnorta."bl.
will of the Republican party of San work, the desk, and also tor lawyert
are
need
If
of
in
Wt
you
try
anything,
address.
Manager.
Bngri
For rates,
will prevent"
Juan county as expressed at their and merchants; good everywhere.
lection to be held on Satur- - will sell them at 5 cents in book form a New Mexican Want Ad.
New Mexico.
11
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Cimarron
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Santa Fe

El Paso

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Southwestern

Paso

The Best Route

System

East or West

EUGENE A. FOX,

I

General Express Forwarders

i
i

All

Parts of ttse world

Frgo

j

I

0.

j

1

J. 0. BARNES. Auent

SUMMER

TOURIST

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

RATEsV

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co,,
of

U ALL POINTS EAST & WEST

the Southwest
Manager for

J

Mexico.

............ ...

mj3
Me

"1

NEW MEXICAN BLD0.

gain-sayin-

Fino Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

-

j

'Phone 9

Need
When
the
Anything
Furnished
Line.
Drivers
Livery
RATES

HAL LAUKDRY

CHAS. CLOSS

LIKE

TO

For Best Laundry Work

Summer Resorts
Tht

lak

OJO CALIENTE HOT SPRINGS,

primary

FARE

'$5.00
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work, our circumstances and general
environment, in addition to her kind
promise to send pictures and litera- Praise Superintendent of Public In-- tare to the S. A. X. S. in which we are
all so much interested.
struction James E. Clark,
Prince and Others.
Resolved, That to the honorable
hoard of trustees for the Spanish- Normal school we extend
(Communicated.)
El Rito, X. M., July 29. The teach- thanks for their great kindness in
ers of the trig northern county of Rio placing at our disposal the comfort- Arriba have just finished a most Inter- able and commodious building which
esting and successful institute con- wR hnvftQO much enioved. and we hone
ducted by Mrs. George Dison assist- that this may be the point at which
ed by Professor Martin. On Thurs- all county institutes will be held.
day, July 28, the institute convened
Resolved, That we thank Dr. Robof the Las Vegas
for an extra session in the afternoon erts, president-elec- t
for the purpose of framing resolutions. Normal University, for his effort to
Every one seemed enthusiastic over visit us.
the work done and hopeful of the reBe it further Resolved, That we exsult of the examinations to be conduct- tend thanks to Assistant Superintended on July 29 and 30. The enrollment ent Acasio Gallegos for his visit to
had not been as large as desired, ow our instiute and appreciation of his
ing to many teachers being busy with address on education
crops and fruit. Many were also un-- ,
To chiet clprk Rllpert p Aspilin(
aware that an institute was in ses- express gratitude for sending the
sion. The meeting was called to or- New Mej..f q Read,
Circ,e Boolig
der by President Jose Borrego of the
Tq Cwmv g erlntendent j. M.
Kio Arnoa uoumy leacuei
fi cha
appreciation of
uon. many new
his visit aI,d address
it was decided that each memuei mu
we extend thanks to
tinue the New Mexico Reading Circle Mr.Resolved, That
Arellano for so
Mr.
and
Jaquez
work. It was also resolved to hold a
their duties as
faithfully
performing
Christthree days' session during the
which we were
means
of
mas holidays, when the teachers will janitors by
with
pure water
good,
supplied
kept
of
be guests under the hospitable roof
from the village, and our class room
school
Normal
the
neat.
at El Rito. Mr. and Mrs. Dixon and kept clean and
visTo
the
and hospitable people
all
welcome
will
good
Professor Martin
itors and the session will be made of El Rito we express our appreciamanner in which we
interesting with a program of papers, tion of the kind
debates and discussions as well as so- were received in the village.
cial enjoyment.
Lastly, Be it Resolved, That we ex-were
tend
heartfelt thanks to coionei
resolutions
The following
millo and his wife for their interest
rwwl m.o.
!!.!.. ...
a ..tiin I,
our liisuuue,
an, mm
aisu ii.u ATfT
it..
of Rio
Dixon who have been our kind
county institute for the year 1910, as-- i George
hostess during our pleasant
host
and
sembled in the
S. A. N. S.
in
month
the
Normal school, on 28th day of July,
JOSE BORREGO,
1910, do hereby resolve, that,
MISS MARY WINN,
Whereas, said institute was skill-ROMAN ATENCIO,
Dixon
Mrs.
conducted
by
George
fully
MARIE FERRAN,
with Professor Martin as assistant,
Committee.
we wish to extend our sincere thanks
to them and to Superintendent James
E. Clark for the many efficient helps
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
sent up from the department such as
the Manual, Educational Directory, From the New Mexican of this date
1890.
Hodgin pamphlet and Andolen leaflet.
Resolved, That to the Father of the
Mrs. Twitchell, who has been quite
Spanish Normal school, ex- - Governor
late, is slowly recovering.
Prince, we give most hearty thanks,
Lieut. R. C. VanVliet is at Fort
and express our keep appreciation of
- his scholarly address before the institute on the subject of the History of
New Mexico's efforts to achieve Statehood, and to Mr. Sixto Chaves for so
ably translating the same; also to
Mrs. Prince for her kindly visit to our
institute and school, her gracious appreciation and recognition of our

Bayard attending the ri lie match now
in progress at that point,
T. p. Gable and family and Adolph
Fischer leave on Thursday for a three
weeks' camp at Finn's Cabin on the

RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
TEACHERS ADOPT RESOLUTIONS.

'

Weak women should read my "Book
No. 4 for Women." It tells of Dr.

i

i

Snoop's Night Cure. Tells how these
soothing, healing, antiseptic suppositories, bring quick and certain help.
The Book Is free. Address Dr. Snoop,
Racine, Wis. Stripling Burrows Co.

jaia-adopte-

BIG IRRIGATION ENTERPRISES
IN THE NORTHWEST.
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Seventy Thousand Acres to Be Put
Under Ditch in Idaho Average Cost $40 an Acre.
Spokane. Wash., Aug. 2. Spokane-IdahIrrigation & Power Company,
controlling 30,000 acres of land and
water along Little Lost river in Custer county, Idaho, has been sold by
Benjamin 12. Hervey of Spokane, to a
Kansas City syndicate, headed by E.
K. Taylor and J. Files, for $00,000.
the property
Mr. Hervey acquired
early in July for $40,000.
Mr. Hervey said on his return to
Spokane from Boise, where, the details
of the sale were closed:
"The crops in southern Idaho will b
generally good, although in some localities only two crops of alfalfa will be
cut this year, owing to the scarcity
of water. The early melting of the
snow this year had its effect.
"The farmers are contracting their
new alfalfa cro- - to the sheep owners
at $7 and $12 a ton loose in the stack
"When at Mountain Home, Idaho, I
was told that a company of Seattle is
putting water on 70,000 acres. South:em Ilaho is rapidly a vast field ot
irrigated land and it is reported now
1,000,000 acres of lands are being
' that
put under water at the average cost
to the settlers of $40 an acre."

.

M.

12, 1910.

Notice is hereby given that Pruden-ciGonzales, of Pecos, N. M., who,
on July 12, 1905, made homestead en- -

i

try (serial
4

SE

No. 8396,

06S73),

SE

4

SW

1--

tor sw
sec. a,

Sec.
NW
NE
NE
10, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before register and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 25th
day of August, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crestino Ribera, Manuel Sandoval,
Ramon Quintana, Crescendo Roibal,
all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
(Published in the New Mexican, of
Santa Fe, N. M.)
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HOT WEATHER GOODS
"Vis" Lawns
Batists
Waits
Summer Uuderwear
I Neckwear and
Light Weight Pants
We will clean up now on Light weight
goods. To make room for Winter Weights
NOW IS THE TIME and OPPORTUNITY
FOR GOOD GOODS.

i

The Spot Cash Store.
CATRON
BLOCK

M. W.

TRAVIS

Propt

it.

;

I

)

Notice for Publication.
06873
Not Coal Land
Pecos Forest Reserve.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

i

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
made with Automobile
Connection
I
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. to. The
Ifare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

7
Expert's Opinion of Skin Diseases.
A prominent, national expert on
skin diseases whose name you are familiar with says that in all his scientific experience he has never found so
hard a disease to conquer as Eczema.
Yet he does not hesitate to recommend ZEMO as a most successful
remedy for the treatment of Eczema,
skin diseases, dandruff,
itching
pimples, blackheads and all other diseases of the skin and scalp. He says
that not only do its curative qualities
make it popular but also the fact that
it is a clean, liquid remedy for external use. A great improvement over
the old style greasy salves and lotions
which are not only unpleasant to use
but do not destroy the germ life that
causes the disease. ZEMO draws the
germs to the surface and destroys
them, leaving the skin clear and
healthy. Can be used freely on
An

i

yet

MASONIC.

told you about our

long anticipated its purchase. Pennies
had been saved for the purpose and
even cuffeeless breakfasts endured for
the ultimate joy of Its possession. The
beverage tasted ambrosial when made
in a friend's machine where we had
visited; but our experience is a solemn warning that the ownership of
one is not without trials.
"We proudly selected ours from a
host of them in a department store,
choosing one whose top was particularly Indicative of an open and simple disposition, while at the same
time its legs were sturdy.
But, oh,
the guile beneath that placid front!
"That coffee machine came into
our lives on a Friday evening, where.
In the gloom of our cellar, its many
wrappings were removed and its coppery form brought joyfully to the
We loved it at first, and I
light.
slept lightly, dreaming fond dreams of
the morning cup it was to yield for
our refreshment.
"l rose at 6:30 to cajole it into performing, but I found art to be long and
time tleeting, and the inexorable eight
o'clock train refused to wait either for
So a
my husband or my percolator.
hasty, watery cup was administered to
the former, mingled with the domestic
joys that usually accompany the commuter's breakfast.
"That ordeal over, I settled down
to the fondling of my new pet, dishes
unwashed, beds unmade, the family
neglected, the day's orders ignored.
s
First came its bath, then certain
and polishings of corners.
Then came its breakfast of alcohol, of
which It seemed to demand a large
A friend was expected for
quantity.
luncheon, and ber envy was to be
stirred by our recent acquisition.
"At 11 o'clock I was aroused from
my absorbing task to the realization
that woman does not live on coffee
alone, and the scramble of preparation
began and continued until one o'clock.
A flurried hostess greeted the friend,
but my persuasive powers had caused
the coffee machine to lift up its voice
and merrily it sung as we sat down to
the table. The yield of coffee was
clear, amber, fragrant and strong, but
I got not a taste of it, as there proved
to be but one small cup within the per
colator's depths.
Still, there was hope of better things
nn Snnrlav mnrrnirr when thpro wnnlH
m
be e)sure and r
fm
, looked forward
te ,
to th
treat I should give my family when
the day of rest arrived. But, having
formerly depended on my trusty gas
stove, I forgot that percolators demand
food, and Saturday evening, all too
late, I realized that I had no alcohol.
The rest of the evening was passed in
weary telephoning to all the neighbors, but the district had certainly
gone dry, for no persuasion would
yield a drop.
"As I was going to bed, however, I
had au inspiration.
Coffee we must
have from that coffee machine.
I
knew James would never get up and
go to the drug store before breakfast
for alcohol alone, and I hadn't the energy to do it myself. But the happy
thought came to go early to church,
with alcohol as an ulterior motive in
the background. This scheme worked
well, except that I was cross when
James woke me.
But we went to
church, and afterward James marched
cheerfully to the drug store with bis
empty bottle, while I went home to get
the dear but somewhat exacting percolator ready against his return.
"He came. I received him with abnormal enthusiasm, seized the bottle,
filled the percolator and hopefully
tried to light the wick. No results.
1 tried
nearly a box of matches. I
finally decided to look at the bottle of
alcohol. What do you suppose James
had brought me? A bottle of witch
hazel, taken from the counter by mismani-curing-

o
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coffee machine," wrote the young matron to her best girl friend. "We had

ico.
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Lodge

FOR RENT OR SALE Piano cheap.
Inquire at New Mexican office.

1, A. F. & A. M.

-

nue collector, in which position he
proves himself efficient, and somewhat
better natured than old man McGinity.
Cerrillos Rustler.
Editorial. The infamous and thieving lottery business will be squelched
in this country, if President Harrison
can help it. Congress should at once
pass an act in accordance with the
President's sugsestions as contained
in his special message.
The work of organizing Republican
clubs all over this territory must not
he work must be kept up
cease
earnestly and constantly.
Congress should hurry up and pass
the bill for the settlement of Spanish
and .Mexican land grants in New Mex-

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.

I

Montezuma

Pase Otero, John Warren. Walt
jamin, Sam Ruble and others from Las
Vegas, who have been fishing on the
Pecos, have gone clear up above the
headwaters of that stream into the
mountains, where they report game
plentiful.
Levi A. Hughes has been fairly inducted into the office of internal reve-

Av.

iutn
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Tapper Pecos,
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first Monday
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New

H. 1L DORMAN,
ALAN"

FOR SALE Lanos irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael, Real Estate.

Acting Master
H.

McCOHD,

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. L
R. A. M.
Regular convocation second Monday of
FOR SALE Drug business with
month at Masonic two stores in Arizona; inventory $20,-00each
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Reason for selling owner in ChiS. G. CARTW RIGHT, H. P. cago. Bargain.
Fred W. Rltzmann,
501 Ashland Block, Chicago, 111.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandeiy No
TYPEWRITERS
1, K. T. Regular conclave j
Cleaned,
adjusted and repaired. New
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at platents furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
7:30 p. m.
and rented. Standard makes handled.
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
All repair work and typewriters guarW. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter ExSanta Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1 change. Phone Black 231.
I

14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
Jially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.

Secretary.

KER R'S
PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For id yearr .he only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW FITCH

TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
holds its regular session on the sec&
ond and fourth Wednesday of each rei'eve, Dandruff, falJicy hair
We
also
other
scalp irritations.
month. Visiting brothers are invited
car ry a complete line of all the
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler popular hair and facial tonics.
Santa

B. P. O. E.
Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,

Secretary.

herpicide.de LUXE QUININE & HTCH
BATHS BATHS BATHS

Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ol
Agehts" "HUBBS LAUNDRY
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I Phone us, wewillbeifladtocallfor your
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit- laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliveron Thursdays and Fridays
ing Knight's invited to attend.
All work is guaranteed: yo- -r
C.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C.
are mended and buttons
socks
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. 8.
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
If you are in need ot anything, try
FHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
New Mexican Want Ad.

a

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wett Point of th 8outhwt.'
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

"A."

Through Academic course, preparing young

men for college or lor business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location

of any Military School Id the Union. Located
the beautiful Pecos Val!ey the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatloc of 3,700
feet above sea level, suushlne everv day, but
Ittle rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heatad. light
ed and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamlitoa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and
on

-

Hi
f

1

r

'

k

r 1,',

A

Finlay

For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JA3, W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX

Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
take!
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive
Then followed mad rushings to the
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
on
and
of
the
the
telephone
speed
part
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to
drug clerk, but we again made our coffee on the gas range, the alcohol not each regular ticket, excess baggage at
arriving on time.
"We plucked up courage and tried
afresh at dinner, the lamp being
placated with real alcohol this timo
Another box of matches was sacrificed
on the altar of that coffee machine!
No light and no coffee. After dinner
came another period of devoted attention to the machine, which threatened
to absorb hope, destroy family affection and crush ambition. At eight
o'clock tonight the lamp, inverted, is
Btlll being dried over the register to
give the wick relief from its overdose
of witch hazel.
"Good night, my dear.
Think long
I go to
before you buy a percolator.
bed with the fervent hope that I shall
be stronger in the morning, braver,
better able to cope with the machinery
of existence.
Perhaps my trials are
a judgment on me for going to church
MORE SIGHTS TO SEE
In what you might call an alcoholic
mood."

Conversation.
"Conversation Is the universal accomplishment which all must practise,
and as those who fall signally to attain it are punished by the dislike or
neglect of society, bo those who succeed beyond the average receive a
Com&
Infants. Stripling-Burrow-s
just
reward, not only in the constant
pany will gladly supply those who call pleasure they reap from It, but in
with a free sample bottle of ZEMO and the esteem which they gain from
their fellows. Many men and many
language all about skin diseases and women owe the whole of a great sue-ce- ss
ft
how to cure yourself at
home with
In life to this and nothing else."
iu
ZEMO.
Mahaffy.

FURNISHED ROOM Modern
veniences.
Lady only. Apply
Mexican.

the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
special $40.00 to accommodate four or
fewer passengers to either point

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
THE 30TH ANNUAL NEW MEXICO FAIR
AND RESOURCES

EXPOSITION.

ALBUQUERQUE

OCTOBER 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1910

MORE EXHIBITS TO ADMIRE
MORE COMPORTS TO VISITORS

MORE OBJECTS TO INTEREST
MORE NOVELTIES TO AMAZE
MORE PLEASURE FOR ALL

DN

;

First Annual

DOG

SHOW

RED UVED RA TES ON ALL RAILROADS
Write the Seoretarylfo- - preralunOistsl!oraOther!informatlon

J. B. GRIELLY,
President.

JOHN B. McMANUS
Secretary.

I
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despite the recent heavy rains that in dodging the Maw that has evoked he was severely wounded, taken prist,.i' Scenic Highway from here to San- the admiration of the officers. The oner, and confined a year and four
to Domingo over La Bajada hill is in iast heard of him, Conway, or Schmidt
months in Andersonville
prison. He
excellent shape and that those desir- was in desperate straits for food. Late
(Continued From Paoo two.)
to the southwest in 1869. with
came
he
dance
corn
the
at
annua!
witness
the
to
Saturday
night
appeared
ing
Sweet Peas, any shade at a oopulai ai Santo Domingo on Friday can make railway flag station of Lava, between the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railthe trip very easily in carriage or au- San Marcial and Engle and sold a way and remained with that company
price, McConvery 415 Palace Ave.
action revolver, the one up to the time of his death.
The Great Diamond Thief See how tomobile.
he is caught at the Elks' tonight.
Delegates The given him by Sam Johnson before the
Society Appoints
From 1882 he was a resident of
Skating Rink in Armory A skating Xew Mexico Historical Society has latter's capture for a dollar, buying Deming, New Mexico, and had just
some
food
with
the proceeds.
rink is to be installed in the National appointed five delegates to the Irriga
reached the age of retirement on a
Cutting Case Before Justice Alarid pension for good and faithful service
Guard Armory at Albuquerque.
tion congress at Pueblo as follows:
and
Erwin
Robert
Edward
Cargo when suddenly he fell into that
Five Cases of Typhoid at El Paso
Hon. L. Bradford Prince, Espanola;
'sleep
Five cases of typhoid fever have been Hon. H. J. Hagerman, Roswell; Col. were before Justice Alarid this after- that knows no waking."
on
noon
of
the
assaulting j As a soldier in blue he
charge
reported to the authorities at Ell R. E. Twitchell, East Las Vegas;
fought with
Frank Narvaiz with a deadly weapon
Pa ;n, Texas.
George E. F. Hobart, ; Santa Fe with intento kill.
al- j musket and bayonet to save the Union
is
assault
The
Friday Evening's Dance There Is Charles E. Michael, Santa Fe. Presiifor universal freedom of man, for jusno doubt that the dance on Friday dent Miller has forwarded the cre- leged to have occurred on San Fran- tice and
equal rights before the law
street
cisco
and
this
morning
early
evening in Library hall will be very dentials.
to
all
and as a citizen, with
men;
to have been the outcome of words
largely attended.
Jose Romero Takes a Tumble In between Narvaiz and Erwin.
the ballot he fought to preserve and
Testi
The Unexpected Friend arrived at descending from the second to the
was introduced at the (hearing perpetuate the glorious results of the
the Elks' this morning and will be first floor of the Rosenwald building mony
to
show
that Cargo cut Narvaiz on the victory.
shown tonight. Don't fail to see who at Albuquerque
shortly before 5 left cheek with a knife, causing him
it is. Show at 8 o'clock sharp.
o'clock last night, Jose Romero, a ce- to blead profusely and that Narvaiz All honor to the gallant soldier of tlhe
at Roy Burglars ment worker, became entangled in the cut
Store Robbed
Union;
Erwin on the face and injured his
broke into the store of J. Appel and scaffolding and fell to the ground,
Both Narvaiz and Erwin All honor to the patriotic citizen of
eye.
right
the republic;
Company at Solano, Mora county, and sustaining painful thought not neces- required the attention of a surgeon.
His whole life stands out as a beastole merchandire and cash to the sarily serious injuries. Romero's hip Erwin and Cargo were arrested
by
amount of $109.
was partially dislocated and he was Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez. con to guide the youth of our land on
Found Unconscious Under Bridge badly bruised about the lower part of
the true course of patriotic AmericanCentral Committee
Republican
A. C. James, aged 60 years, was the body.
ism.
5
(This afternoon at o'clock in the
found unconscious under a bridge in
Resolved, That by the death of
Minister Does Not Like Prohibition
of Hon. Thomas B. Catron, the
the Rio Grande, and died yesterday at
Rev. George W. Dunlap announced Republican county central committee Thomas A. Carr the state has lost a
El Paso, Texas.
to his congregation at Portales, Roose- will meet to fix the dates for pri- true patriot; the community a useful,
citizen; the world a man
Whirlwind Took Roofing While E. velt county, that he had accepted an maries and also for the
county con- upright
whose friendship was as pure as gold.
C. Carr was looking at his barn, a Episcopal charge at Las Animas, Col. vention at which the
Republican can
mile and a half north of Las Cruces, Mr. Dunlap will be confirmed by the didates for the five delegateships from
a sudden wirlwind carried away 1,400 Pi.isonnnl Viishnn and take UD his this county to the constitutional con "His life was gentle, and the elements
The stand of the vention will be named. The commit
square feet of its roof.
work immediately.
The Presbyterian church requiring open tee is composed of Hon. Thomas B. So mixed in him, that nature might
Practice for Mr. Mikado
stand up
moveof prohibition
young men taking part in Mr. Mikado, endorsement
Catron, chairman; Sheriff Charles C. And
say to all the world, 'This was
are requested to meet this evening at ments was the cause of Mr. Dunlap's Closson, secretary;
Probate Clerk
a
Man.' "
8 o'clock at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
resignation and adoption into the Epis- George W. Armijo; County Treasurer
Celso Lopez; Probate Judge Victor
Bean, on Washington avenue.
copal clergy.
Prof. D. A. Barber of Michigan, was
H. S. Kaune Ad Attention is; cablBe Bounced The Ortega; County Commissioner
Jose the
Must
Tramps
guest yesterday of W. E. Holt of
ed to the advertisement of H. S. Santa Fe has started a campaign after Ortiz y Pino; Hon. Roman L. Baca;
tnis
place.
someKaune in this issue who has
trainmen who are said to be allowing John Pfleuger; J. D. Garcia and ex- Chinese Inspector Jack arrested a
of
the
to
in
offer
choice
way
for
return
Marcelino
Assessor
A.
Ortiz.
thing
hobos to ride on trains in
Chinaman who is charged with being
pure olive oil, and other eatables.
a small remittance. Within the past
; unlawfully
in the United States, at
is
called
Ad
Attention
of
Change
few days two or three brakemen have J. N. UPTON NOMINATED BY
last
Lanary,
night.
Furto the change of ad for Wagner
DEMOCRATS OF LUNA COUNTY,
their discharge papers and
been
niture and Undertaking Establish- severalgiven
i
others have reason for quak-ment. They offer tent cots, Oster-mco- r
SALOON KEEPER HELD FOR
in the knees. There has been a
(Continued From Page One.)
ing
LYNCHING AT NEWARK.
mattresses, etc., to make people considerable amount of tramp traffic
comfortable.
been
could
of
said
have
Carr,
precinct, respetf ullly '
in this locality that
See the Big Change of program at
Columbus, Ohio, Aug. 2. L. J. Bolbut that trainmen by being .submit the following:
prevented,
ton of Newark, Ohio, saloon keeper,
All
the Elks' theatre tonight.
subjects
of
in
course
so
the
would
natural
"Whereas,
or
forget
a dollar
are good, as follows. "A Midnight "slipped"
human events death has removed is held here under a charge of first
to bounce them off.
and
Friend"
"An
Cupid,"
Unexpected
from our sight and companionship the degree murder in connection with the
Two Suits for Divorce Two suits form
Show starts at 8
"The Thief."
of a true, tried and agressive lynching, July 8, at Newark, of Carl
district
in
the
for divorce were filed
n
o'clock sharp. '
worker
league
for and defender of the prin- M. Etherington, an
Luis
officer.
He
is
to have
Dove Season Opens About a score court at Albuquerque yesterday.
special
alleged
the
which
for
ciples
Republican
party
his
from
placed the noose about Etherington's
of nirnrods, Including Governor Mills, German asked for divorce
de- stands, it is fitting that we who for
neck. Detectives have been searching
were drenched by the rain last evening wife, Sarah C, on the ground of
in
him
with
(have
shared
many years
while hunting doves along the banks sertion, and Cristobal B. Garcia asked battling for the principles which for Bolton since July 10, when he left
Bolton's saloon was one of
of the Santa Fe, just above Agua Fria. for separation from his wife charging 'made and preserved us a nation' ex- Newark.
The latter couple were
The dove season opened yesterday, intoxication.
our appreciation of the true citi- the places' raided at Newark on the
press
Some of the hunters brought home mrried at Golden, Santa Fe county zen, our veneration for the
patroit, day of the lynching. He is a political
from fifteen to twenty doves a piece. in 1898, and have two children, aged Thomas A. Carr.
power at Newark.
Oldest Resident of Tucumcari Dead 9 and 12 years. The former couple
Mr. Carr was born in Delaware,
Mrs. Mary E. Manney, the oldest were married in Los Duranes, Berna- county, state of Ohio, May 17, 1844,
Teething children have more or
resident of Tucumcari, died at the age lillo county, and were married in and died in Deming, Luna county, less diarrhoea, which can be controllShe was 1898. They have one child, 9 years Territory of New Mexico, July 19th,' ed by giving Chamberlain's
of 94 years and 5 months.
Colic,
the mother of 12 children, five of olt.
sixty-si- x
1910, aged
years. When Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. All
whom still live. Mrs. Manney was
Large. Frank nine years he removed to Indiana, that is necessary is to give the preConway Still at
born in Georgia in 1816 and had also Schmidt, alias Conway, wanted for the where he remained until the breaking scribed dose after each
operation of
lived for many in Texas. Her hus- murder of Emil Katzenstein at Socor- out of the war for the Union, when the bowels more than natural and
band had been dead 35 years.
ro, last Thursday night, has still he enlisted in the Twelfth Indiana In- then castor oil to cleanse the system.
Road in Good Shape The office of evaded the numerous posses on his fantry Volunteers, and later with the It is safe and sure. Sold by all
the territorial engineer announces that trail and has exhibited a cleverness Seventh Cavalry. In one engagement
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
WATERMELONS. STRAWBERRIES, CAN.
OF FRESH
ALL KINDS
TALOUPES,
etc.
VEGETABLES
etc
FRUITS,
OUR STOCK OF GROCERIES IS COMPLETE
AND DONT FORGET THAT OUR BAKERY
DEPARTMENT IS FIRST CLASS.
TRY OUR LEMON

i

PIES.

F. ANDREWS

PtOiie No. 4.
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$2.50

$3.00

$3.50

$4.00

$4.50

IMPORTED RAZORS
fine
razors
1000

$5.00

as low as

Jit

will be placed on sale this week as lowas97e. each
These i
in the United
Porters of
State.
I,
CUTI.ERY
all
.
goods. We secured a hiVsmr-i
l ofTer
"?? follwing goodsat nearly half the prices. All
y!i
razors
fully guaranteed ; if not satisfactory, they can be exchanged. The
r
luuuwiug wen Known maK.es :
wade & Butcher IMo.lSU
Ben Hur No. 107 ) Your choice
,. A.i.
.Tu..
o Lewis No. lus
lofanyot
Wmt.nholm Pipe ho.i".
149
Brandt No. lOO
f these'
Koger. Razor No. 1 16
Blue Steel No. 117 J ti.50 Razors
Also a f ew verv hiph nnVd ranc hirct.!.. .ni;ci.Ari
.i.w.
'
etely finished, to go at half price.
5ran K"'
47 II 3.50 Bran.1l No. 115, $1.77
$4.00 Brandt
Brandt No. 1 10 $2.47
112, $1.97
Brandt Best No. 119 retrularprice$4.50
55.00. our price $2,97 each
All razors are f ulf hollow ground, and set ready
for use.
Ve will also place on
1000 of the genuine
imported

xui'M0.1."':"

CoTotviCi?j7r&j

high-grad- e

Pj'T

97,
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BRANDT

SELF-HONiN-

G

SWaSo Our
g

market

M

;

Price 970 each

he Brandt
RazorStrop isthe best razor stropon the
in ine wona tnat nones ana
id.ursLup
time and enables vou to obtain an
strops your razcr at the same
JdB? which only r.n experienced barber can give. The Brandt Self- uumuK
win put a Keener edre on a razor with iewer
strokes Kazurnirop
than any other razor
Gil A RANTEED never to become hard or glossy Special strop.
-a $2.00 Brar.dt Safety Ra::oj- and
Brandt Shaving Brush tor 97c, each. UA1I, ORDERS
FlIAED.
J.

l!

RAZOR STROPS
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FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
The Rexall Store.
$2.00 Razor Hones 97c

anti-saloo-

j

'
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SATISFACTION
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HACK SERVICE

poFpIiaHrir prices

11
44

ASSURED

corrick's hack line ZE$z?0?Pr01
Bnggics and Saddle Horses
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The dress suit you had on last night was certainly a
dandy. I meant to ask you where you got it but forgot
to. Put me next to your tailor at once.

mm ..

&

twmw

I

THAT dandy dress suit was one of our new line HART
SCH AFFNER & MARX dress suits. THE BIG STORE will carry
a full line of dress suits from now on. For evening functions
after six o'clock, if ladies are present, full dress is the rule;
white tie. standing collar, patent leather, high button shoes, if
you are very strict, but low shoes are worn by many careful
dressers.

NOW when you or your friends are out hunting a
full dress suit, and come into this store, you hunt

no further.

i

.

HOME OF
Hart Schaffner & Marx
Full Dress Suits.

You will surely find you ideal here.
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